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Abstract

In this thesis, comparisons of predictions of detachment front location sensitivity model (‘DLS

model’ [1]) were made in one L-mode (no N2-seeding), and three H-mode detached discharges (N2-

seeding). Although the DLS model and experiment are qualitatively in agreement the model overes-

timates the sensitivity of the movement along a field line for a given amount of change in two control

variables – upstream density, nu and the power entering the scrape-off layer, PSOL. The quantitative

mismatch between the DLS model and experiment is not unexpected given the simplicity of the DLS

model. Under the assumption that the exponents of nu & PSOL in the DLS model could be incorrect,

new exponents were derived for both control variables from the L-mode experimental data in periods

of the L-mode case where first only nu, and then both nu & PSOL were varied. The new ‘empirical’

exponents were reduced from the DLS predictions by a factor of ∼2.5. Those ‘empirical’ exponents

in the DLS model were then applied to the prediction of divertor impurity concentration, fz for two

H-mode cases which had divertor N2-seeding show reasonable consistency with the variation in core

Zeff and variations in PSOL.

As part of this work, a measure for the detachment front location was developed based on the

transition of the ratio of Dγ

Dα
emissivities from high (recombination-dominated) to low (excitation-

dominated). The detachment extent along a field line, ẑ, was found to be inversely proportional

to the outer divertor total ion current which may lead to new insights to the relationship between

detachment and target ion current loss. The quality of this relationship was unexpected due to many

nonlinear divertor processes that could have affected it.
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1 Introduction

Momentum in fusion energy research has risen significantly in recent years. This can be seen in

the increased public interest in current fusion research, and significant funding from government [2]

and private companies [3] to new fusion projects [4]. Ongoing international projects like ITER and

DEMO [5], which have many years of advanced planning [6], are partially transferable to others. Mo-

tivation for fusion energy comes from the fact that the fuel requires only raw materials of Lithium

and Deuterium which can be extracted from seawater. Fusion can produce a large amount of energy

in a fundamental reaction that occurs regularly throughout the universe. This is enforced through

the fact that no greenhouse gases are released in the process, and has the potential to bypass the

negativity of past fission reactors concerns of nuclear proliferation, high level radioactive waste and

no possibility of a runaway reaction.

Fusion reactions produce energy due to the slight difference in mass between the sum of individual

reactants and the mass of the combined nucleus, which releases energy according to Einstein’s equa-

tion E = mc2. This fundamentally favours the lower atomic number Z atoms to release more energy

up until Z reaches a stable iron nucleus. To fuse together, the reactant ions must exceed (or tunnel

through) the coulomb repulsion. Two ions must reach a proximity that allows the strong nuclear

force to exceed the coulomb force to fuse together, so having highly energetic ions is a prerequisite.

Producing efficient fusion on Earth fundamentally requires high temperatures and densities for a long

enough period of time to provide sufficient energy from fusion products, which can then maintain

those high temperature conditions indefinitely. Getting plasma to conditions for more energy out

than in (ignition) has not been achieved yet on earth, but a number of avenues of research exist. The

gravitational confinement in stars can produce temperatures and densities high enough hydrogen

fusion to occur extremely slowly [7] compared to what would be required for a reactor. Inertial

confinement fusion (ICF) has much shorter confinement times but higher density [8]. The focus of

this thesis is on magnetic confinement fusion (MCF). Plasma confinement using magnetic fields

requires keeping high temperature (> 100 million K) plasma away from any solid surfaces. At these

temperatures, matter reaches the plasma state separating electrons and from their ions and can

be influenced by electric and magnetic fields. In this category of magnetic confinement, tokamaks

have had the most research [9] and success to date compared to the alternative concepts such as the

Stellarator [10] and most plans for future scaling to ignition relevant conditions involve tokamaks.
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1.1 Reaching conditions for ignition

Achieving the ignition condition requires a fusion plasma to remain sustained from heat from the

by-products of fusion reactions alone, so the power from fusion products must be equal to or greater

than power loss. Power loss of
3nkbTi/eV

τE
is approximated from the thermal energy of electrons and ions

(3
2
nkbTi/e)

[11], the plasma volume V and the energy confinement time τE where kb is the Boltzmann

constant, and ions and electrons are assumed to be at the same temperature T and density n. The

power from confined fusion products (alpha particles) is n2

4
< σv > Er from a reaction rate of

n1n2 < σv >, where successful collisions have a reactivity < σv >. Each reactant density n1 and n2

can be assumed equal, and Er is the energy carried confined fusion products. The balance can be

rearranged to nTτE = 12kbT
2V

<σv>Er
which is known as the fusion triple product [11;12].

Figure 1: The reaction rate of three fusion reactions, showing that D-T fusion has a higher reactivity
at lower temperature [13].

Chosen fusion fuels are efficient at the lowest possible temperature to minimise the required heating

power and plasma temperature for the highest reaction rate. The reaction in proton-proton (11H)

fusion is too slow to be considered for a rector, but other hydrogen isotopes, Deuterium D (21H)

and Tritium T (31H), are more favourable. Reactivity < σv >, for each particle with velocity v

averaged over a Maxwellian distribution, for combinations of reactants are shown in figure 1. A

fitted form of cross-section σ(E) [13] as a function of energy E is integrated, assuming a Maxwell-

Boltzman distribution of velocities with both reactants at the same temperature. The peak of the

D-T reaction reaches a higher reactivity and at a much lower temperature, which makes it an ideal
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reaction to achieve a good reaction rate.

The reaction for D-T fusion in equation 1 shows the energy split due to momentum conservation

that produces a 14MeV neutron and an alpha particle (42He). The D-D reaction is made up of several

separate reactions that would eventually reach (42He). There is less energy released in D-D fusion [14],

so the neutrons in this reaction have reduced energies compared with D-T fusion.

2
1D+3

1 T →4
2 He(3.52MeV) +1

0 n(14.06MeV)
(1)

Deuterium is naturally present in seawater [15] because of its nuclear stability, but the half-life of

Tritium of ∼ 13 [16] years means there is a limited supply and is only available when produced. The

reaction(s) of lithium and a neutron produce Tritium which means lithium is considered a Tritium

“breeder” material which will likely line the edge of future fusion reactors to capture neutrons for

Tritium breeding [14]. This is why both Deuterium and Tritium can be considered sustainable.

1.2 Tokamak magnetic confinement

The movement of charged particles in a magnetic field is helical around magnetic field lines, so that

the centres of their orbits are mostly moving in the direction of the field lines. To reduce losses from a

fusion device, field lines are bent around and connected end to end, but in doing so creates a gradient

of magnetic field ∇B between field lines of different magnetic field strength. A magnetic field can

be generated by magnetic field coils on a tokamak, which are poloidally structured to generate a

toroidal field, where the toroidal and poloidal direction is shown in figure 3a. With a toroidal field

alone, the ∇B of the magnetic field causes drifts which would lead to loss of particle confinement [11].

To counteract drifts, one magnetic confinement device called a Stellarator uses angled geometry [17]

of different coils, but in a tokamak, the plasma itself is relied upon to achieve this effect.The poloidal

magnetic field is introduced by a current in the plasma that is generated due to the movement of

confined charged particles. This plasma current is induced on start up by varying the current through

the central solenoid by “ramping up” the magnetic field. Current tokamaks are not designed for

steady state operation, but operate in separate “pulses” also called shots or discharges. Charged

particles which follow the resultant total magnetic field are shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Representation of toroidal magnetic flux surfaces in a tokamak plasma. With the magnetic
axis as the central flux surface at the plasma core. The toroidal and poloidal magentic field directions
are represented on the flux surfaces. [18]

ψp =

∫
S

Bp.dA
(2)

The magnetic field lines lie on surfaces of constant magnetic flux defined in equation 2 [19] as the

poloidal flux through an circlular surface S extending from R=0 outwards at a given Z. The gradient

in flux is perpendicular to the path of magnetic field lines, so the constant regions of flux that the

magnetic field lines are on are referred to as toroidal “Flux surfaces” shown in figure 2. Flux surfaces

therefore appear as nested layers in the poloidal plane that extend from a central point in the plasma

called the magnetic axis also shown in figure 2. Extending outwards from the magnetic axis in

the R direction is defined as the “midplane”. This magnetic field structure is referred to as “The

equilibrium” from now onwards.

Flux surfaces closer to the magnetic axis will not intercept any solid objects (a closed flux surface),

and flux surfaces that make contact with a solid object are open flux surfaces. The last closed

flux surface (LCFS) is the closed flux surface defined before the transition to open flux surfaces.

Normalised flux Ψn, which is zero at the magnetic axis and one at the LCFS, is used as a reference

flux in the equilibrium. The scrape-off layer (SOL) is the range of open flux surfaces after the LCFS.

Figure 3b shows some reference positions of key flux surfaces. Due to transport mechanisms [20],

particles and heat will be transported across flux surfaces to the plasma’s edge while retaining their

high parallel velocity towards a solid surface.

Limiters were the first dedicated armour used to protect plasma-facing components (PFCs) and limit

core losses, but they are still used in some regimes and during plasma start-up. A limiter intercepts

the separatrix at a lower flux surface, limiting the position of the LCFS. The limiter still makes
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(a) Visualisation of the toroidal and poloidal di-
rections in a tokamak

(b) Visualisation of the tokamak flux surfaces
close to the X-point and key surrounding flux
surfaces

Figure 3

contact near closed flux surfaces, where sputtered material off limiters can cause energy confinement

loss in the core.

Introducing another magnetic field is a solution to keeping the confined plasma from direct contact

with materials. An additional poloidal field can “divert” the flux surfaces from the LCFS and

outwards into the SOL so that the intersection of the field lines does not reach a solid surface until

passing far away from the core plasma. This configuration is called a divertor. All the fast-moving

plasma can now pass along field lines uninterrupted until it has reached a position far from the

plasma core and reaches the divertor target plate at the strike point. The introduction of this

poloidal field produces a magnetic null point called an ‘X-point’ that lies on the boundary between

open and closed flux surfaces called the “separatrix”. Tokamak magnetic field configurations can

operate in single (1 X-point typically below the core plasma) or double null (X-points above and

below the core) configuration. Additional X-points can be introduced in these regions to produce

special configurations such as the snowflake configuration [21]. Figure 4 shows the positioning of some

key features for a single null X-point.

If the core plasma is separated by a physical barrier from the strike point to contain recycled neu-

trals [22], the divertor is considered “closed”. This has an impact on keeping impurities and neutrals

in the divertor region instead of more easily reaching the core [23].

Plasma heating will affect the core confinement, as the shift from resistive heating of the plasma

(ohmic) and radio frequency (e.g. ion cyclotron resonance heating ICRH) to more heating from

neutral beam injection (NBI) can lead to a increase in the energy and particle confinement from low
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Figure 4: Visualisation of the tokamak with key points labelled.

confinement (L-mode) to high confinement (H-mode). Larger tokamaks are more likely to operate in

H-mode than L-mode to achieve high performance, but it has drawbacks. In H-mode there is a much

steeper gradient in densities and temperatures between flux surfaces approaching and crossing the

LCFS in a region called the pedestal. Instabilities driven by pedestal gradients cause edge localised

modes (ELMs) that cause the transport barrier to collapse and release power and particles onto

open flux surfaces. ELMs collapse the density and temperature profiles in the pedestal during the

intra-ELM period to build them back up between ELMs in the inter-ELM period, causing monetarily

high heat fluxes. One measure of the confinement β = p
(B2/2µ0)

, the ratio of the plasma pressure the

magnetic pressure increases after reaching the power threshold for an L-H transition PL−H .

1.3 Controlling the divertor

The divertor concept described so far provides significant benefits to core confinement compared to

non-divertor solutions; however, engineering constraints on the edge of the plasma also have to be

considered. Heat fluxes to surfaces cannot significantly exceed values of the order 10MWm−2 [24]

before causing unacceptable divertor target damage and erosion. Higher SOL power in large reactors

would need a larger SOL channel that the power flows through, called the scrape-off-layer radial

width λq
[25] [26], for the same heat fluxes. Without further reductions in heat fluxes, target heat and

particle fluxes could rise beyond the material limits. Larger reactors may face challenges from scaling

scrape-off-layer radial width λq
[27]. Reducing target heat fluxes through changing the geometry of the

SOL to increase the divertor outer leg length, the effects of total flux expansion [28] and/or moving the
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strike point over the divertor tiles repeatedly (known as strike point sweeping [29]) aids the heat flux

problem. However, more reductions are most likely required. Reductions to target parallel heat fluxes

through detachment (described in chapter 2) on current devices may come at the cost of incurring

some core confinement degradation [30]. For large devices, such as ITER and DEMO, divertor heat

fluxes will need even greater reductions with a minimised effect on the core. In these cases it may

also be important to have sophisticated control of the level of detachment. It is predicted that ITER

will require some level of detachment for operation [31;24].

Target heat fluxes can be reduced by spreading more energy and particles away from the divertor

target. During detachment, a lower pressure region expands from the target towards the X-point

due to neutrals and impurities, increasing the potential energy dissipation. The sharp temperature

gradient parallel to the field lines is called the “thermal front”. By increasing the level of detachment,

the radiating region that largely follows the temperature gradient moves from the target towards

the X-point and becomes closer to the confined plasma. The radiating region is useful for dispersing

energy in the divertor. Closer to the X-point, energy can also be lost from the core plasma, potentially

reducing confinement. Keeping the thermal front at an optimised location between the target and

X-point will be a trade-off between reducing the heat flux enough and not excessively degrading

core energy confinement [32;33;34;35;36;37;22;38;39;40;41] through exposing the core to excessive neutral and

impurities present at lower temperatures regions [32;33;34;36;42;43;44;45;41]. Divertor impurity compression

reduces impurity transport to the core [46] while also allowing the divertor to pump helium. Impurity

compression can be negatively affected by increased levels of detachment [47;48;49;50;51]. To optimally

position the thermal front along the divertor leg, an understanding of how to manipulate thermal

front movement based on a set of control parameters needs to be developed.

The choice of detachment state measurement to act as a sensor in a detachment control feedback

system depends on whether a measured parameter can respond to control parameter changes. Detach-

ment state measurements must represent either a low temperature, particle or heat flux, indicating

changes in the plasma state during detachment. The temperature profile predominantly sets emission

and radiation profiles, and the thermal front can be passively observed. Transitioning to a deeper

detached regime will move radiation and emission fronts from the target towards the X-point. It

makes sense to track either the total emission, a specific atomic transition representing temperature,

or the ion flux to the target. These different measures for the state of detachment can vary in studies

that aim to control detachment onset or a state of deeper detachment.

Detachment onset occurs when an expected increase to target particle flux for an attached plasma is
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a decrease in particle flux and begins to detach, known as “rollover”. The transition is not instant,

as the rate of ion flux increase gradually starts to drop. Using the target ion current [52] [53] to develop

real-time control is effective, as during detachment the ion current drops after rollover, but it must

be established after a rollover point. The ion target current can be used to estimate the heat fluxes,

or as an estimate of the divertor temperature [54] [33], making it useful for measuring the state of

detachment. High-frequency signals can be used to resolve the state of detachment intra-ELM and

inter-ELM (during an ELM event and after respectively).

Instead of measuring the target conditions, the X-point conditions are influenced by the detachment

state, so can be used as a sensor, e.g. by keeping radiation levels measured by bolometers [36] [42] or

other radiation detection methods [55] within some bounds. Increasing the spatial coverage of bolome-

ter chords to measure the total divertor radiation for feedback control with impurity seeding [56] has

also been used for control. These methods are specifically aimed to prevent the radiation becoming

too strong near the X-point, which can lead to a reduction in confinement [57].

More recent methods have shown that higher frame rate cameras can be used to control the detach-

ment front when filtered for specific wavelengths [58;59;60;61]. The C-III (465 nm) brightness images of

the divertor are identified as a transition more dominantly dependent on temperature. Along a flux

tube, the position that C-III brightness drops to 50% of the maximum value between the C-III peak

and the target is used as a measure of detachment front location. This measurement is well-defined

before the onset of detachment with low or no emission and then increasing afterwards, but it needs

a carbon source.

For control parameters to be most effective, they should be easily changed and affect the state of

divertor detachment on a short time scale. Experiments almost always use an impurity, usually

N2-seeding as an actuator.

In Lipschultz et al. [2016] the change of a control parameter predicted to move the detachment

front from the target at detachment onset to the X-point is derived. The total change in a control

parameter required to move the detachment front from the target to the X-point is known as the

“detachment window”. The rate of the position change with a change in control parameter is known

as the “detachment sensitivity”, and both window and sensitivity are introduced in section 2. The

model also includes terms for the magnetic field on a flux surface, potentially making it useful for

predicting the sensitivity of detachment to external control in different divertor magnetic geometries.

Detachment windows have been observed in ranges of core line averaged densities [62] or by consider-

ing NII line intensity changes in the divertor [63]. More information about detachment windows for
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a greater range of parameters can be investigated by considering more pulses (experimental plasma

discharges). It may be a problem using one single parameter for control; for example, if only im-

purity concentration was used as a control parameter, then increasing it too much is detrimental to

core energy confinement. The need for flexibility for detachment control will therefore be key for

optimising it, so in this thesis, investigations are made using multiple control parameters based on

what is predicted to cause the detachment front to move from Lipschultz et al. [2016].

1.4 Relevance of this thesis for detachment control

The importance of getting desired low level of target heat fluxes, but not at the cost of excessive

core confinement loss, means the analytical model in Lipschultz et al. [2016] is of interest for detach-

ment control research. The model has not previously been evaluated experimentally, which requires

diagnostic information from the divertor, midplane and geometry throughout.

In this thesis, the detachment front position is measured and compared to control parameters from

the model: power entering the scrape-off layer PSOL, upstream density nu and impurity concentration

fz. These control parameters are found in a way to reasonably compare to the model in Lipschultz

et al. [2016], then the detachment window and sensitivity are measured and compared. Data shown

in this thesis are aimed to pinpoint changes in each control variable separately before combining each

contribution together.

The front position is measured by tracking the ratio Dγ

Dα
emission in the divertor. A recombining

plasma is much colder than an excitation emission-dominated one. Without considering molecular

effects, the deuterium Balmer line Dγ increases proportionally more than Dα with reduced temper-

ature. The ratio Dγ

Dα
dropping from the target to the X-point represents an increase in temperature

because of a decrease in the relative amount of recombination to excitation. This is justified as

a good measure of detachment front location in the thesis by arguments from atomic models and

comparison to the total ion flux.

The results of this work suggest that the sensitivity of detachment to external control is lower than

predicted for changes in upstream density and power entering the SOL. This section introduces

detachment to a level for understanding the motivation of thesis work. However, section 2 will

go into detail, from the specific definitions and scalings to details on detachment key processes and

analytical models for detachment. Section 3 introduces the camera data, which are the key data used

to measure the detachment state in this thesis. The unique method of tracking the detachment front

and methods for determining suitable control parameters are outlined in section 4 before comparing
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measured and DLS predicted detachment front location sensitivity to external control in section 5.

A quantitative mismatch was found between the DLS (Detachment location sensitivity) model and

experiment in section 5.2.2 but is not unexpected given the simplicity of the DLS model. Given that

the sensitivity of detachment to nu & PSOL changes could be incorrect, new exponents of nu & PSOL

in the DLS model are derived in section 5.3 for both control variables from the L-mode experimental

data in periods of the L-mode case where first only nu, and then both nu & PSOL were varied. The

new ‘empirical’ exponents were reduced from the DLS model exponents by a factor of ∼2.5. The

‘empirical’ exponents in the DLS model are applied to predict the divertor impurity concentration

fz in section 5.4, for three H-mode cases which had divertor N2-seeding. The predictions show

reasonable consistency with the variation in core Zeff and variations in PSOL with an agreement

between all four analysed pulses. The consequences of the ‘empirical’ exponents in the DLS model

are discussed by scaling to ITER-scenarios in section 6.1, and possible reasons for the new ‘empirical’

exponents are discussed in section 6.3.
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2 Divertor detachment theory

As fusion technology pushes towards the goal of achieving net energy gain, an increase in heat fluxes

to divertor surfaces would likely reach the point where damage would be done to divertor surface if

no heat flux is dissipated in the SOL or divertor. Scaling the core plasma to meet fusion requirements

is essential, but these lead to poor scaling of target heat fluxes, as explained below.

The width of the SOL is defined through heat fluxes parallel to the magnetic field q|| that fall at

larger distances from the separatrix r = R−Rsep because of the slow perpendicular transport in the

SOL compared to the fast parallel transport. Assuming an exponential perpendicular decay width

only, equation 3 [26] represents the fall off of heat flux and approximate SOL width from the fall off

width λq. The perpendicular profile changes towards the target due to perpendicular transport, but

the SOL width λq still affects the profile shape [27].

q(r) = q||e
−r/λq (3)

For sustainable fusion, the power from fusion products Pfus must be at least greater than the total

input heating power Pin. The factor Q =
Pfus

Pin
defines how the efficiency of the scenario would

perform for a reactor with net energy gain. So far, Q has not reached one yet for “breakeven”.

Since the record Q was achieved on JET [64], the effort has focused on investigating physics that will

improve our understanding of tokamak physics to optimise devices that operate in a parameter space

to exceed Q = 1 significantly. Q has been shown in engineering models not to be strongly dependent

on magnetic field or size R, but primarily increases due to confinement enhancement factors and

Pfus, which increases for higher core temperature and density [12].

Increasing Pfus to achieve better core performance is predicted to impact divertor performance by

increasing heat fluxes to the divertor target [65]. More unmitigated heat flux q|| increases the power

across the separatrix Psep. More Psep decreases λq
[65]. Even with the geometrical changes in larger

devices, λq is likely to reduce and increase parallel heat fluxes. λq reduction coupled with increases

to Psep are likely to produce much higher heat fluxes in devices with larger Q. This means that

additional methods will need to be implemented for mitigating this heat flux.

The heat flux needs to be dissipated before reaching the target plate. Operation in a detached

regime and novel divertor concepts [66;67] are promising candidates for the power exhaust problem. A

detached regime aims to minimise target heat fluxes using available physical and atomic processes

in the SOL and divertor while minimising impact on the core performance.
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In this section, the atomic and physical processes that are present in different operational regimes are

reviewed as the components of divertor detachment. The divertor regimes which use these processes

are then described, including the detached regime. These are linked to divertor analytical models,

starting with the basic 2-point model before introducing models with radiation and magnetic field

dependence.

2.1 Physical and atomic processes in the divertor overview

The processes that affect the transport of heat and particles in the divertor are key to understanding

the divertor state and how it can be optimised to reduce heat fluxes. The divertor and SOL geometry

is often represented as a straightened-out flux tube between the midplane (upstream) and the target,

as shown in figure 5. Processes in the divertor and SOL can change the energy and transport of

particles depending on the process considered [68]. It is important to consider these processes and

how they can reduce the target particle and power fluxes as much as possible.

Figure 5: Two simple representations
of the SOL and divertor stretched out
along a flux tube. Power enters either
(a) at the upstream point or (b) between
the upstream point and the X-point.

Resonant charge exchange transfers an electron between

an ion D+
α and neutral D0

b in the following process:

D+
α +D0

b → D0
α +D+

b . The ions from the core plasma

have high energy, and any collision with cold neutral par-

ticles has the chance to transfer an electron in a process

called charge exchange to produce a hot neutral and cold

ion. Lower energy ions will follow the magnetic field to

the target, while the high energy neutral that was created

will be transported without being bound to the magnetic

field, reducing the energy from the hot regions reaching

the strike point. The loss of energy helps to reduce the

temperature in the SOL.

Neutral hydrogen atoms can be ionised with energy between the current energy level and an excited

state through the process of electron ionisation: e− +D0 → 2e− +D+. The energy can be supplied

from a photon of the correct wavelength or collisions with electrons. An atom can become ionised

with high enough energy transfer if more energy than the potential energy that binds the electron to

the atom is transferred. The ion will then follow the magnetic field lines in the tokamak. Ionisation

is much more likely to occur at higher temperatures, reducing the downstream electron temperature.

More ionisation will increase the number of ions in parts of the SOL but will reduce the temperature,
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allowing different interactions to occur.

If an atom is excited instead of ionised, the bound electron will relax to a lower energy state after

some time and emit a discrete wavelength photon. The magnetic field does not bind this photon, so

the total energy is distributed in different directions, reducing the total energy towards the target.

At low enough temperatures below ∼ 1eV [69], it becomes increasingly likely that ions in the di-

vertor recombine with electrons in the bulk of the plasma. The process reduces the tempera-

ture by distributing the resulting neutrals and photons released away from the divertor target.

Two paths include radiative recombination: e− +D+ → D0 + hν and three-body recombination:

e− + e− +D+ → D0 + e− + hν

Similarly to charge exchange, elastic collisions between an atom and ion will transfer momentum and

energy between the faster population of ions to neutrals in the processD+,0
α (ṽ1) +D0

b(ṽ2) → D0
b(ṽ

′
2) +D0

b(ṽ
′
2)

where v⃗ 1 ̸=v⃗
′
1 and v⃗ 2 ̸=v⃗

′
2. These cause the momentum in the plasma to reduce along the field line.

Under low temperature conditions, molecules are present in the plasma and increase the number

of possible interactions. Some possible interactions are similar to those described above, but with

additional dependence of the vibrational state of the molecule [70]. These molecular reactions are not

predicted to be an important power sink compared to processes such as impurity radiation [71], but

are diagnostically important when interpreting Deuterium Balmer emission.

2.2 Atomic process modelling

The emission of different spectral lines corresponding to atomic transitions can help determine the

varying plasma properties in the divertor with the help of emission models. Relaxation from higher

energy levels to lower energy levels with emission of photon energy equal to the difference in energy

levels [72] is a key diagnostic of the divertor due to the predicted temperature and density dependence

of the different transitions.

For higher density plasmas than corona models, collisional radiative models are suited to calculate

rate coefficients for different atomic processes dependent on temperature and density. A commonly

used model ADAS [73], is based on a generalised collisional radiative model. Collisions between atoms

and electrons and radiation are given as couplings for each transition i→ j along with ionisation and

recombination factors taken into account. Population level balances are made using rate equations to

calculate rates of individual transitions stored for each transition or atomic process as photon emission

coefficients (PECs). PECs can be used to construct the total emission based on the population of
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different states, with different charges Z+. The total generalised formula from ADAS is shown in

equation 4 without metastable states. In this case the charge exchange for any atom is written as

colliding with a hydrogenic atom with neutral density n0.

ϵi→j = PECexc
i→jnen

Z+ + PECrec
i→jnen

(Z+1)+ + PECCX
i→jnon

(Z+1)+ (4)

For hydrogenic atoms this is simplified significantly as there is only 1 charge state other than neutral,

which means the neutral density n0 = n(Z+1)+ in this case. The charge exchange term will not

contribute to emission in the case of hydrogen-hydrogen collisions don’t produce enough energy for

a photon to be produced in this case, but is still important for transferring momentum and energy

in the plasma. Assuming electron and ion density are equal then this simplifies to nZ+ = nion = ne

to equation 5.

ϵi→j = PECexc
i→jn

2
e + PECrec

i→jnen0 (5)

The total rates for some key atomic processes are plotted in figure 6. This is plotted in a log-log

format due to the need to see the rate changes at low temperatures. As the temperature is lowered,

the probability that enough energy is available for ionisation is reduced, which causes the ionisation

rate to reduce sharply when lowering the temperature. The recombination rate changes by orders

of magnitude as temperatures are lowered from 1eV to 0.1eV, where 0.1eV is the limit of the ADAS

database entry plotted here.

In this thesis and the literature, impurity line emission is given by the charge state of the impurity

and the transition wavelength. A Roman numeral gives the charge state of the impurity; for example,

an impurity with a neutral charge would be shown as I, whereas once ionised (1+) would be II. The

photon’s wavelength in the atomic transition is then given afterwards [74].

2.3 The Sheath

Particles at the plasma edge will interact with a surface to form an equilibrium balance of ions and

electrons. If the surface is not grounded, a floating potential is reached that causes a balance in

charge flow in a region called the sheath. Instead of ions and electrons flowing unimpeded to the

wall, a sheath region is formed, reducing the electron flow and enhancing ion flow.

The sheath is formed for a floating potential on the wall because electrons have higher mobility than
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Figure 6: The total rate coefficients plotted from ADAS [73] for main divertor processes as a function
of temperature.

ions so an initial greater electron flux would build a negative charge on the wall. The higher flux of

electrons would mean that a current flows towards the wall, which would violate the quasi-neutrality

condition of the plasma. Instead, the flux is balanced when the potential from electrons at the wall

builds up, and the ions are now accelerated towards the wall while electrons from the plasma are

decelerated.

The plasma forms a sheath by debye shielding. The debye shielding screens the charge by building

a barrier of positive space charge in front of the wall, increasing ion density to compensate for the

lower speed. The ions must move into the sheath with a large enough velocity to overcome the charge

in the sheath and maintain the already built-up charge. They are required to move at greater than

the sound speed cs. This condition is known as the Bohm sheath criterion shown in equation 6 with

ion mass mi and equal ion and electron temperature. [75]

v0≥cs = (
2kBTe
mi

)
1
2 (6)

The pre-sheath region between the plasma and sheath has a local electric field and accelerates ions

through the sheath region. Changes in the charge balance near the sheath will change the electron
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and ion densities by restoring a new charge balance. For example, if there is an increase in negative

charge in the sheath, ions from further away are accelerated by the potential from the wall that is

now less well screened.

cst =

(
2kBTt
mi

)1/2

(7)

The sound speed at the target is cst as shown in equation 7. The Mach number at the target Mt

must be equal to or greater than 1 to maintain the Bohm sheath criterion in equation 6.

The amount of parallel heat flux reaching the target q||t is calculated from equation 8 where the sheath

transmission coefficient γ is the ratio of the power to the particle flux, predicted to be ∼ 7 − 8 [76]

with target density and temperature nt and Tt respectively.

q||t = γMtntkBTtcst (8)

2.4 Target processes

Eventually ions collide with the target where a few different processes occur, including the ion sink

of surface recombination. The ions striking a solid insulated surface combine with electrons to form

neutrals. The neutrals are adsorbed or reflected by the change in momentum back into the divertor

where they eventually reach temperatures where they are re-ionised, or pumped out.

The processes that ions can interact with the wall include adsorption, implantation, desorption,

evaporation and sputtering. [77] Material can be deposited on the vessel walls, then released upon

impact called desorption. If the heat load from the plasma evaporates material off the surface it is

called evaporation.

Upon impacting the divertor target, ions can give enough energy to the material surface to eject

atoms from the surface in a process called physical sputtering. [78] The ion energy must exceed the

binding energy of the material to break the material bonds and give energy to the sputtered atom.

Hydrogenic ion interactions on carbon wall machines cause weakening of the surface or release as

hydrocarbons, which is an additional source of erosion called chemical sputtering [77]. When molecules

are sputtered off the surface they will increase the impurity concentration in the divertor which can

reach the core plasma too. High atomic number atoms would cause more core radiation, but also be

less likely to be sputtered. Reducing the target temperature Tt and particle flux is key to reducing
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the amount of physical sputtering. [79]

2.5 Divertor regimes

The divertor and SOL operation can be categorised into “regimes” to classify wide ranges of temper-

ature and density of different species, which can simplify or complicate combinations of conditions

that could be present. Different regimes have distinct dominant underlying physical mechanisms,

which are associated with assumptions used in modelling. [80]

2.5.1 Sheath-limited regime

In the sheath-limited regime, the plasma has no significant sources or sinks except the source from

cross-field transport from the core plasma and sink at the target, with almost no temperature reduc-

tion along flux tubes. The temperature along the flux tube can be isothermal if there is either a weak

temperature gradient in the SOL or a low enough frequency of particle collisions (low collisionality,

at lower density) that heat transport from movement of particles in the SOL (convection) parallel

to the magnetic field rather is greater than heat transport from particle collisions (conduction). The

low temperature reduction means it is only important to consider the boundary conditions entering

the plasma and leaving into the sheath, which is why it is called the sheath-limited regime. Many of

the processes in section 2.1 such as volume recombination, ionisation and neutral interactions, will

not be significant in this regime. Heat can be transferred along the flux tube either by convection or

conduction, but for convection, parallel heat fluxes are shown in equation 9 for equal ion and electron

thermal energy 5
2
kBT with ion mass mi and parallel particle flux Γ||.

q|| = (5kBT +
1

2
miv

2
||)Γ|| (9)

2.5.2 Conduction-limited regime

In plasma conditions with a temperature gradient or high collisionality, heat transfer along the

scrape-off layer can be dominated by conductive transport rather than convective transport. The

collisionality can be raised by increased electron density and a drop in temperature compared to

sheath-limited regimes, increasing the parallel heat transfer in the SOL. The temperature will drop

from the upstream to the target, so it does have the advantage of low target temperature Tt, which

helps reduce sputtering and heat flux. When parallel heat conduction is the primary energy transfer

mechanism, the heat flux is shown in equation 10. κ0e is the electron heat conduction coefficient,
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much larger than the ion heat conduction coefficient. The majority of heat is therefore transferred

through electron conduction with strong temperature dependence.

q|| = −κ0eT 5/2
e

dTe
dx

(10)

Pressure conservation and ionisation along the SOL determine the drop in temperature and density

increase along a flux tube. The conservation of total pressure, the sum of dynamic (ram) and static

pressure, means that any drop in pstatic along the leg will increase pdynamic, so raising the velocity and

momentum (which the latter is assumed conserved in this regime). Pressure conservation is shown

in equation 11 and can be used to simplify models by connecting plasma conditions at different

positions along field lines.

ptot = pstatic + pdynamic

= nkBTi + nkBTe + nmv2
(11)

Another assumption is that neutrals created through surface recombination are re-ionised close to

the target. This is why the conduction-limited regime is also known as a high recycling regime as

recombination remove ions at the target only for them to be re-ionised again [76;80]. This has the

effect of increasing heat and ion fluxes between the position where ionisation occurs (the ionisation

front) and the target.

The radiative regime or the strongly radiating regime overlaps with the conduction-limited regime.

However, it adds more radiation near the target, as the divertor temperature falls low enough, but

these losses need to be considered in models. Seeded impurities help reduce the Tt and can reduce the

target temperature to ∼ 5eV [81] depending on the seeded impurity. In some scenarios, the radiating

region can form close to the target and not spread the energy very effectively to reduce target power

loads.

2.5.3 Detached regime

By increasing upstream density nu, the impurity concentration fz, or decreasing PSOL, a detached

regime can be reached, which further reduces the target heat flux and target temperature with

additional atomic and molecular processes at temperatures less than 5eV [82]. The pressure along

field lines is not conserved as target pressure and particle flux drops when there are significant

momentum losses in the plasma but has to be combined with power loss to reduce the heat flux and
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be considered detached.

From the key processes reviewed, the overall behaviour in detachment is an expansion of the conduction-

limited regime where the ion source has moved away from the target and/or reduced to allow processes

that enable pressure, momentum, temperature and target ion flux to drop. On a flux tube from the

outboard midplane to the target in order is described below in a potential detached divertor regime.

� Power enters the SOL at high temperatures between the midplane and the X-point shown in

figure 5(b). Some very basic models approximate this as all particles entering at the midplane

in figure 5(b). Models in section 2.6 emphasize how upstream quantities such as the upstream

density can be considered important boundary conditions to the rest of the SOL and divertor.

� In regions of higher temperatures close to the midplane high energy particles can lose energy

from charge exchange with neutrals. In this region heat is often transported by conduction

because higher upstream densities favour detached conditions. Conduction reduces the tem-

perature from the midplane down towards the X-point and target, and follows many of the

conditions valid in the conduction limited regime.

� At some point up the divertor leg neutrals from the divertor are ionised [83]. The ionisation

requires energy to be high enough to occur, and reduces the energy in the divertor while

increasing the ion flux. Ion fluxes have to be dissipated after the ionisation source to be

considered detached, even though reducing momentum is still important [84].

� The temperature reduction along a field line shown as a cartoon in figure 7a allows certain

impurity emission lines shown in yellow in figure 7b to emit before reducing emission at lower

temperatures further down field lines. Confinement of impurities to the divertor region is

important to keep separate them from the core and to keep high enough divertor concentrations

to radiate more power in the divertor region [46;85;48]. The ratio of impurity concentrations in

the core and divertor is known as impurity enrichment or impurity compression. Radiation

balance models shown in section 2.6 show that radiation being used as a dominant energy sink

shifts the temperature profile along the SOL.

� For hydrogenic atomic transitions, recombination rates increase at lower temperatures (see

figure 6), which can remove ions and electrons from the plasma and can be observed through

emission. The recombination region is an ion sink considered in ion balance that is set up in

the divertor. After recombination events, neutrals are not bound to the magnetic field and are

transported throughout the divertor and can be pumped away. Some neutrals are re-ionised in
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Cartoon of the Density, temperature, radiation and individual Dγ and Dα emission.

the ionisation region, and some are transported around the divertor, which inevitably reduces

particle fluxes. Ion-neutral interactions will be important in this region to produce drops to

momentum [80], which are predicted from 2D simulations [86;87]. Target ion flux drops through

either recombination and ion source reduction [88;89]. The majority of ion-neutral interactions

have to be modelled more completely by larger simulations in order to be included.

� Near the sheath, ions are accelerated as described in section 2.3. The sheath will limit the

ion fluxes to the target by accelerating ions into it. Target-based particle interactions such as

sputtering are sources of neutrals and impurities at the walls.

The total length of the outer leg of the divertor can be increased to give more opportunity for

plasma to interact on its way to the strike point along with moving the target to a lower magnetic

field region that spreads flux tubes over a larger target wetted area [28]. This effect will be explored

in the upcoming tokamak MAST-U. Analytical investigations are possible using the DLS model
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introduced in section 2.6.3.

From the previously mentioned divertor regimes, models and simulations attempt to reconstruct

the SOL and divertor under different conditions. 2D simulations [86] [24] have been used to model

many of the more important processes in the divertor and analytical models [90] help to simplify this

understanding to show how to optimise the divertor.

2.6 Models

Having a high level of complexity to evaluate the divertor state means that simulations take into ac-

count as much physics and realistic geometry as possible. Divertor solvers such as SOLPS [91;82;87;28;92],

EDGE2D [71], or Soledge2D [93] are widely used to replicate and understand experimental scenarios

to explain divertor changes and make predictions for future experiments. Modelling neutral inter-

actions to investigate detachment in low temperature conditions adds many interactions at the cost

of the increased complexity of the system. Analytic models can make predictions much faster with

simplified geometry and atomic physics. The scaling of different parameters can be shown without

running many time consuming simulations at the cost of representing the problem more simply.

This section will discuss basic analytic models for detachment as well as the Lipschultz et al. [2016]

model that is used for model comparison in this thesis.

To model the divertor analytically, the geometry of the flux tube is described as the SOL length and

flux expansion from an upstream point to the target. The flux tube sources and sinks of particles

and energy are defined along with boundary conditions then simplified to contain variables that can

be found and estimated experimentally.

2.6.1 Basic Two point model

The basic two-point model starts off with simplified assumptions about the flux tube starting by

unravelling the flux tube to a straight geometry, ignoring magnetic field changes as shown in figure 5.

The top of the geometry is the “Upstream” (subscript u) part and the bottom is the target (subscript

t). The two point model focuses on modelling at the upstream and target points, although positions

in between may be modelled too. It is assumed that the recycling region extends only a short distance

from the target when balancing particle fluxes in the model, so particle conservation equations are

not required and requires pressure balance to link the upstream and target points together. The basic

two point model is not generally expected to agree quantitatively with divertor conditions. However

the proportionality with certain variables may match very specific attached conditions where no
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heat flux is lost and pressure is conserved. The two point model is introduced in this thesis for the

purpose of contrasting how different upstream quantities scale the target temperature, target ion

flux, or target heat flux.

Starting from equation 11 balancing pressure at both upstream and target gives equation 12 where ion

and electron temperatures are assumed equal and there is no upstream ion velocity and momentum

of electrons is neglected. The velocity that ions enter the sheath are required to be equal to the

sound speed due to the Bohm criterion, so equation 7 is substituted in to equation 12. This shows

that although total pressure is conserved under these assumptions, the static pressure is reduced at

the target as it has been transferred to dynamic pressure.

2nukBTu = 2ntkBTt + ntmv
2
t

2nukBTu = 2ntkBTt + ntm

(
2kBTt
mi

)
nuTu = 2ntTt

(12)

Equation 12 is valid in sheath and conduction limited regimes. Assuming the SOL is considered

conduction limited, equation 10 can be integrated over the SOL length along a field line (Lpara)

between upstream and target to give equation 13, assuming that there are no sources or sinks of

parallel heat flux that would mean q|| is constant along the SOL.

∫ x=Lpara

x=0

q||dx = −κ0e
∫ Tu

Tt

T 5/2
e dTe

q||Lpara = −2/7κ0e(T
7/2
u − T

7/2
t )

T 7/2
u = T

7/2
t +

7

2
q||
Lpara

κ0e

(13)

Under these conditions, equations 7, 8, 12 and 13 can’t be reduced to a single variable as function

of one other variable using this number of equations and unknowns. The upstream density and

upstream parallel heat flux would affect the target temperature.

To evaluate Tt dependence on upstream variables, the approximation that T
7/2
t << T

7/2
u is invoked,

which means Tt can be ignored in equation 13 this term to give an approximate of Tu. This can then

be rearranged along with equation 8, 7 and 12 to give equation 14 to show the target temperature

dependence on upstream variables. It shows approximately that Tt ∝ T 5
u

L2
paran

2
u
, upstream temperature

increases and drops with increases of upstream density.
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Tt ∼ T 5
u

8

49

1

(γMtnu)2
mi

k3B

(
κ0e
Lpara

)2

(14)

Additionally it is important to also look at the dependence of particle flux and heat flux on the target

temperature. Parallel heat flux dependence is simply from equation 13 rearranged and assuming

Tu >> Tt then q|| ∼ T
7/2
u

√
2
7

(
κ0e

Lpara

)
. The heat flux is therefore simply predicted to be a function of

upstream temperature.

The particle flux dependence is worked out using Γt = ntMtcst. By similarly eliminating all deter-

mined quantities (q|| and Tt) the particle flux is Γt ∝ n2
uLpara

T
3/2
u

, strongly increasing due to upstream

density, and decreasing from increasing upstream temperature.

Γt ∼
7n2

u

4T
3/2
u

γM2
t

(
k2B
mi

)(
Lpara

κ0e

)
(15)

These equations show that overall for increasing upstream density in tokamaks, the target flux

will increase but target temperature decreases, but the heat flux won’t change as it was enforced

as a constant in equation 13. For increasing upstream temperature the target temperature will

decrease, the heat flux will increase and the target flux will reduce. This does not model a detached

regime which would predict a drop in heat flux, target temperature and target flux. At the onset of

detachment and increasing upstream density, the ion flux will stop increasing, level off and decrease

instead. The point that this occurs is called the “rollover” of the ion flux. Additional loss terms for

pressure and heat flux are needed to describe detached conditions.

2.6.2 Lengyel Formulation

The Lengyel formulation introduces an analytic form of impurity radiation loss. Local changes to

the energy in a flux tube volume per second (H) are used to define the heat flux changes over a

length dx as shown in equation 16. It is assumed that there is no ionisation in the SOL so that the

sources from the upstream can be balanced with radiation losses. PSOL can be assumed to enter at

the upstream point or over the length of the SOL as shown in figure 5. The total energy change is

1
A

dPSOL

dx
where A is the area of the flux tube. The radiation term used is nenzQ(T ) = n2

efzQ(T ),

where the impurity concentration is defined as fz = nz

ne
, nz is the density of the impurity species

and Q(T ) is the radiation loss “cooling curve” function. To simplify, the impurity concentration and
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electron density should be constant over the emission region.

dq||
dx

= H = S − nenzQ(T ) (16)

For no energy source term after the upstream point S = 0 and multiplying both sides of equation 16

and integrating gives equation 17. The substitution of dT
dx

from the conduction equation 10 is used

assuming heat conduction is dominant.

∫ q||u

q||t

dq||
dT

dx
= −

∫ Tu

Tt

nenzQ(T )dT∫ q||u

q||t

(
−q||

κ0eT
5/2
e

)dq|| = −
∫ Tu

Tt

nenzQ(T )dT∫ q||u

q||t

q||dq|| =

∫ Tu

Tt

(κ0eT
5/2
e )nenzQ(T )dT

(q2||u − q2||t)

2
=

∫ Tu

Tt

(κ0eT
5/2
e )nenzQ(T )dT

q||t =

(
q2||u −

∫ Tu

Tt

(κ0eT
5/2
e )nenzQ(T )dT

)1/2

(17)

Equation 17 shows how the heat flux falls from the upstream value with increased radiation and

density. The cooling curve function has to be an integrable function that doesn’t diverge at high

or low temperatures. By making substitutions to equation 17 the particle flux, heat flux and target

temperature can be compared.

Enforcing the sheath condition in equation 8 and pressure balance from equation 12, then rearranging

gives an estimate for the target temperature. The target temperature, therefore, depends on upstream

density and temperature with the loss in heat flux from radiation as an offset, as shown in equation

18.

γMtntkBTtcst =

(
q2||u −

∫ Tu

Tt

(κ0eT
5/2
e )nenzQ(T )dT

)1/2

Tt =

( √
2mi

γMtk
3/2
B nuTu

)2(
q2||u −

∫ Tu

Tt

(κ0eT
5/2
e )nenzQ(T )dT

)
(18)
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For particle flux the first section of equation 18 has been substituted into Γt = ntγMtcst and Tt from

equation 18 to determine equation 19. No ionisation sources or recombination sinks of particles are

assumed. This is the similar to the basic 2 point model dependence on nu if the first term in equation

19 with n2
u is dominant, but as much larger fractions heat flux are radiated, the density dependence

of the radiation term would have the opposite effect.

γMtntkBTtcst =

(
q2||u −

∫ Tu

Tt

(κ0eT
5/2
e )nenzQ(T )dT

)1/2

γkBTtΓt =

(
q2||u −

∫ Tu

Tt

(κ0eT
5/2
e )nenzQ(T )dT

)1/2

Γt =

(
γ1/2Mtk

1/2
B nuTu√

2mi

)2(
q2||u −

∫ Tu

Tt

(κ0eT
5/2
e )nenzQ(T )dT

)−1/2

(19)

2.6.3 DLS Model

The model from Lipschultz et al. [2016] is an extension of the Lengyel formulation. Geometry is

set up by considering the magnetic field and geometry for source term differently, as described in

this section. The length and position of the radiation zone are also considered differently, with the

position defining the edge of the detachment front. Other approximations at the front position allow

it to be viewed as a “virtual” target compared to other models that can be located between the

target and X-point. Explicit dependencies in this model allow exploration into total flux expansion

effects caused by changes in magnetic field strength along a flux tube, the length of the divertor leg

along field lines and control parameter dependence.

The source energy term S enters the geometry above the X-point from the midplane, which is

assumed to enter evenly in this space as shown in figure 5(b). The total length of the radiation zone

is assumed to be small compared with the length of the flux tube and whether the radiation begins

above or below the X-point sets up the problem slightly differently. In this section, we assume that

the radiating region is below the X-point. It is assumed that the midplane to X-point region is the

only source of energy and particles and that there is no ionisation source in this region. Balancing

net energy H = S−E along the scrape-off layer introduces the magnetic field through a flux surface

of a magnetic flux tube. The heat flux in vector form is shown in equation 20 and in energy balance

at equilibrium where dq
dt

= 0 in equation 21.

−→q = −−→κ .
−→
∇T

(20)
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−→
∇ .−→q = H

−→
∇ .(−→κ .

−→
∇T ) = −H (21)

By converting to parallel coordinates (Bp

B
)∇|| = ∇ = B d

dl
and using the parallel spitzer heat conduc-

tivity −→κ =
−→
B
B

−→
B
B
κ|| is a square matrix from the outer product of magnetic field as a matrix parallel

to the magnetic field −→κ = κ||
(B||,0)

B
⊗ (B||,0)

B
, which is that

−→
B is parallel to the field.

−→
∇ .(

−→
B

B
⊗

−→
B

B
κ||.

−→
∇T ) = −H

−→
∇ .(

−→
B

B

−→
B T

B
κ||.

−→
∇T ) = −H (22)

Given that
−→
∇ .(

−→
Bg) =

−→
B
−→
∇g (where in this case g =

−→
BT

B
κ||.

−→
∇T is a scalar), one factor of

−→
B can

be taken out of the bracket then taking the direction parallel to the field gives equation 23 by using
−→
∇ = d

dl
and

−→
B = B

−→
B
−→
∇ .(

−→
B T

B2
κ||.

−→
∇T ) = −H

−H = B
d

dl

(κ||
B

dT

dl

) (23)

A different measure of the detachment front position is introduced by using a normalised volume

along the flux tube. Each segment of volume dV has a length component dl along B, and an area

component perpendicular to B, inversely proportional to the local magnetic field strength. To convert

dl to dz, this component has to be normalised to a reference area. Here we choose a value along the

flux tube close to the X-point with total magnetic field B×. To convert between dz and the poloidal

distance lp using the local poloidal magnetic field Bp shown in equation 24.

dz =
B×

(B)1
dl =

B×

(Bpol)1
dlp

(24)

The equivalent of equation 16 is shown in equation 25 by redefining qs = qB×
B
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dqs
dz

= H = S − nenzQ(T ) (25)

Substituting dl from equation 24 into the scalar version of equation 20 and multiplying both sides

by B×
B

gives equation 26. This is expanded by changing κ|| = κ1
B2

×
B2 T

5/2 as the Spitzer conductivity

and additional normalisation of κ is included.

qs = q||
B×

B
= −κ||

dT

dl

B×

B

qs = −κ1T 5/2B
2
×

B2

dT

dz
(
B

B×
)
B×

B

qs = −κ1T 5/2B
2
×

B2

dT

dz

(26)

Multiplying equation 26 by equation 25 at a value of z below the X-point with no source term S = 0

results in equation 27. The result of cancelling z dependence and integrating between region of

radiation from the cold side (c) to the hot side (h) of the front is also included in equation 27.

qs
dqs
dz

= n2
efzQ(T )κ1T

5/2B
2
×

B2

dT

dz

qsdqs = n2
efzQ(T )κ1T

5/2B
2
×

B2
dT∫ qh

qc

qsdqs = −
∫ Th

Tc

n2
efzQ(T )κ1T

5/2B
2
×

B2
dT

(27)

Assuming that the front is small, the impurity concentration and pressure can be approximated as

constant across the length. This means that these quantities can be taken out of the integral and

using p = neTe = nuTu = nhTh and is constant between the cold end of the front to the upstream

point to get equation 28. The model then simplifies with qc ∼ 0.

q2h − q2c
2

= −p2fzκ1
B2

×

B2

∫ Th

Tc

Q(T )T 1/2dT

qh = −pB×

B

√
2fzκ1

√∫ Th

Tc

Q(T )T 1/2dT

qh = −nuTu
B×

B

√
2fzκ1

√∫ Th

Tc

Q(T )T 1/2dT

(28)

The upstream temperature can be worked out by substituting equation 26 into equation 25 for the
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region between the hot end (z = zh) of the front to the midplane (z = L) where there is no radiation

in this region so H = S. Equation 29 sets up the integral between a point z′.

d(−κ1T 5/2B
2
×

B2
dT
dz
)

dz
= −S∫

d(κ1T
5/2B

2
×

B2

dT

dz
) =

∫ L

z′
Sdz

κ1T
5/2B

2
×

B2

dT

dz
=

∫ L

z′
Sdz

(29)

The source term is segmented so that S evenly entering the SOL between z× and L and has no

additional contribution below the X-point. This segmentation requires all further functions of z to

be segmented, first applied to the integral in equation 29. Above the X-point S = S0 and below

S = 0.

z′ < z×∫ L

z′
Sdz =

∫ z×

z′
(0)dz + S0

∫ L

z×

dz = 0 + S0(L− z×)

z′ > z×∫ L

z′
Sdz = S0

∫ L

z′
dz = S0(L− z′)

(30)

The source term integral in equation 29 is also equal to the heat flux entering from upstream (qi)

between L and z×. This is then integrated a second time in equation 31 to get Tu, where in the final

step the distance between the hot end of the front and the midplane is large enough that there is a

significant temperature drop to assume T
7/2
u >> T

7/2
h just from the conduction equation to ignore

T
7/2
h .
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κ1T
5/2B

2
×

B2
dT = (S0(L− z×)|z×zh + S0(L− z′)|Lz×)dz

′∫ Tu

Th

T 5/2dT =
S0

κ1

[
(L− z×)

∫ z×

zh

B2

B2
×
dz′ +

∫ L

z×

B2

B2
×
(L− z′)dz′

]
2

7
(T 7/2

u − T
7/2
h ) = −S0

κ1

[
(L− z×)

∫ z×

zh

B2

B2
×
dz′ +

∫ L

z×

B2

B2
×
(L− z′)dz′

]

Tu ∼

[
7S0

2κ1

[
(L− z×)

∫ z×

zh

B2

B2
×
dz′ +

∫ L

z×

B2

B2
×
(L− z′)dz′

]]2/7 (31)

The magnetic field can be described in different ways. In Lipschultz et al. [2016] the total magnetic

field is approximated as linearly increasing between the target Bt and the Xpoint B×, then constant

B× above the X-point. This is described at point h as Bh = Bt + (B× − Bt)
zh
z×

with gradient

dBh

dz
= (B×−Bt)

z×

This splits the integral into 2 separate regions between the hot end of the front and the X-point,

and the X-point to the midplane. The derivation of Tu is found in appendix section A and shown in

equation 32.

Tu ∼

[
7S0(L− z×)

2κ1

[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7
(32)

Substituting back into equation 28 gives equation where U =

[
7

2κ1

]2/7√
2κ1

√∫ Th

Tc
Q(T )T 1/2dT

qh = nu

[
7S0(L− z×)

2κ1

[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7
B×

Bh

√
2fzκ1

√∫ Th

Tc

Q(T )T 1/2dT

qh = −Unu

√
fz
B×

Bh

[
S0(L− z×)

[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7

(33)

The heat flux balance assumes that the heat flux input −S0(L− z×) = qi balances with the heat flux

dissipated in the front qf = qh − qc where qf ∼ qh assuming all heat flux is dissipated in the thermal
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front giving −S0(L− z×) = qh.

S0(L− z×) = Unu

√
fz
B×

Bh

[
S0(L− z×)

[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7
]]2/7

(34)

The parallel heat flux upstream is assumed to follow a profile with a width λq and with a distance

poloidally around the tokamak of 2πR. The distance around the tokamak that intercepts the flux

tube is scaled by the ratio of the poloidal to total magnetic field to give a total area A = 2πRλqBpol/B

which the total power crossing the scrape-off layer PSOL passes through so balancing the total energy

gives the S0(L− z×) = PSOL/2πRλq(Bpol/B). In this scenario, above the X-point the total magnetic

field B = B×, so it is included in this term. This expands the list of assumed constant terms to

U1 = [2πRλqBpol/B×]
5/7U .

P
5/7
SOL

nu

√
fz

= U1
B×

Bh

[[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7
nu

√
fz

P
5/7
SOL

= U−1
1

Bh

B×

[[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]−2/7
(35)

2.6.4 DLS model normalisation

So far there are variables contained within U1 of equation 35 that are not expected to change over a

pulse while some parameters cannot be evaluated accurately enough for model evaluation, particularly

with current diagnostic coverage. By evaluating equation 35 at a reference point, the left and right

hand side of this equation are effectively normalised at this reference point. Any relative change in

control parameter (PSOL, nu, fz) on the left hand side of equation 35 would result in a change of zh

position on the right hand side. In Lipschultz et al. [2016] it makes sense to normalise to the X-point,

since Bh = B× and zh = z× simplify the right hand side of equation 35. Experimentally data are

found for several pulses at different levels of detachment. For some of these there is no available data

at the X-point as it did not fully detach, so it is not practical to use these.

Normalisation was initially changed to the target as detachment front position must begin at the

target and this would also make some simplifications to the model. However one problem with this
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is that certain time regions of each pulse must be analysed separately to isolate changes in individual

control parameters, and not all of these pass through the target. There is also some uncertainty

in where the position of the target is located poloidally, from sources such as the equilibrium and

estimating the poloidal strike point location on angled tiles on JET. This uncertainty is a problem

because any change in control parameter with the front position around the target should result in

a change in front position, but if the divertor is still attached then this movement won’t happen.

If the normalisation at the target is made before the front position responds to control parameters

but within uncertainty (i.e. the divertor could still be attached), then an offset in a prediction is

introduced.

To get around the problem of selecting a fixed normalisation point, normalisation is generalised at

a point (1) to calculate a prediction at the second point (2). This is shown in equation 36 when

equation 35 at point (2) is divided by left and right hand side of the same equation at point (1).

(
nuf

1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

=
B2

B1

[
z×−z2

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣ B2

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ B2

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+ L−z×
2

]−2/7

[
z×−z1

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣ B1

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣ B1

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+ L−z×
2

]−2/7
(36)

When evaluating a change in front position, the contributions of all three control parameters are

separately evaluated to be combined into a total derivative of front position as shown in equation 37.

dzh =
∂zh

∂PSOL

dPSOL +
∂zh
∂nu

dnu +
∂zh
∂fz

dfz (37)

Each partial derivative term in equation 37 is found by differentiating equation 35 with respect to

each variable, keeping the other two variables constant. To do this, the equation is generalised as

CXc where C is either nu, fz or PSOL and Xc is the corresponding exponent. Here it is seen from

replacing each variable in equation 35 with CXc , would mean Xc is 1, 1/2 and -5/7 for nu, fz or PSOL

respectively.

Appendix section B shows the full derivation of this generalised to variable C in a similar form as in

Lipschultz et al. [2016].
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∂zh
∂C

=
Xc

C

{
2

7

B2
h

B2
×

[
2(z× − zh)

3(L− z×)

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+ 1

]−1

+

(
1− Bt

B×

)
B×

Bh

1

z×

}−1

(38)

Equation 38 describes the particular importance of how the exponent Xc effects the sensitivity. At

any front position zh, we have ∂zh
∂C

∝ Xc

C
, which shows that the change in zh position is proportional

to the relative change in a control parameter ∂C
C
, and has a strength change shown from Xc. The

sensitivity ∂zh
∂C

would be larger for higher magnitude of Xc, which is highest for nu, than PSOL and

lowest for fz changes. The negative sign of Xc for PSOL means the movement of the detachment

front will oppose the increase or decrease in PSOL.

In different discharges the field line length from the target to the X-point and midplane will differ,

so we have further normalized the z position by z× to create ẑ in equation 39. This is necessary to

compare properly between discharges or even if the magnetic geometry varies within a discharge.

ẑ =
z2
z×

(39)

2.6.5 DLS model with alternative magnetic field assumptions for JET

An assumption of linear increase in magnetic field from the target to the X-point is introduced in the

previous section to keep the model analytic. Magnetic field structure varies on different devices and

configurations, for example MAST-U will eventually run complex field structures that will violate

this assumption with the use of super-X configurations. A simpler model in this case makes it much

easier to explain dependences in this model. The two approximations in section 2.6.5.1 and 2.6.5.2

before being compared in section 2.6.5.3. This is done to make sure that the 3 variants of the model

are not significantly different in analysed JET pulses and to make sure that the DLS magnetic field

model characterisation is not important for evaluating the DLS model in this thesis.

On JET from the X-point to target there is only a small change in magnetic field and the length

(in z position) in this region is quite small. JET can operate with a horizontal or vertical target,

which the magnetic field can be described to a reasonable degree as a linear increase in either case.

However since magnetic field strength is proportional to the major radius the horizontal target case

has very little change in total magnetic field from target to X-point. This magnetic field change is

small enough to approximate magnetic field as constant Bh = B× = Bt.
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Figure 8: The total magnetic field on JET along a flux surface (solid light blue) with a linear magnetic
field assumption (dashed red) and a constant magnetic field (dashed blue). These difference are
compared to determine the importances of DLS model assumptions on the analysis in this thesis.
The highlighted region between the X-point and the target is shown on the mini-figure region.

2.6.5.1 Generalising the magnetic field

For a general magnetic field structure, the equivalent of equation 36 is shown in equation 40, with

derivation in Appendix section C.1. Terms are calculated separately above and below the X-point

as before, but taking into account the magnetic field above the X-point changing as shown in figure

8 is a larger difference in the JET case. This constant term
∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L−z)
L−z×

dz is very different in

magnitude from the equivalent value of B2
×

[
L(L−z×)
L−z×

− (L2−z2×)

2(L−z×)

]
= B2

×

[
L − (L+z×)

2

]
= B2

×

[
(L−z×)

2

]
,

which is evaluated for B(z) = B×. For a large portion of the SOL above the X-point, the flux tube

is at a greater radius R, which implies a lower magnetic field strength.

In this derivation PSOL has a factor of 1/B, so
∫ L

z′
Sdz = 2πPSOLRλqBpol

∫ L

z′
B(z)−1dz, which is

cancelled in equation 40 since it is the same factor on the numerator and denominator of the LHS of

equation 40.
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(
nuf

1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

=
B2

B1

[ ∫ z×
z2
B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L−z)
L−z×

dz

]−2/7

[ ∫ z×
z1
B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L−z)
L−z×

dz

]−2/7
(40)

The sensitivity is shown in equation 41, still contains generalised exponent Xc factorised out, which

is also derived in appendix section C.1.

C
∂z

∂C
= Xc

[
1

B(z)

∂B(z)

∂z
+

2

7
B2(z)

[∫ z×

z

B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L− z)

L− z×
dz

]−1]−1

(41)

2.6.5.2 Simplifying the magnetic field dependence

Another derivation of the DLS model is shown for no magnetic field in appendix section C.2, which

has a magnetic field approximation as shown in figure 8. The main equations are shown in 42 and 43

for detachment front movement and sensitivity respectively. These show more clearly the movement

of z position, including the strength of sensitivity for each control parameter by its exponent.

z2 =

[
L+ z×

2

]
−

[
L+ z×

2
− z1

][(nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

]−7/2

(42)

∂zh
∂C

=
7Xc

2C

[
L+ z×

2
− zh

]
(43)

The validity of these equation 42 and 43 only apply to JET and similar aspect ratio devices, but

it is easier to see how the z position and sensitivity is affected by control parameter variation and

to evaluate a z position from control parameters. Equation 42 shows that changing the control

parameters affects the z position by moving it down from an upstream point with a change in control

parameters. The equation is still only valid between the X-point and the target. The sensitivity in
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equation 43 is only dependent on control parameter exponents and the distance from the upstream,

for a relative change in control parameter ∂C
C
.

2.6.5.3 Comparing the DLS model approximations

Figure 9: The model predictions for (a) The change in z position to a relative change in control pa-
rameter (b) the sensitivity at different z positions. The original model with linear B field assumption
(Analytic), altered model with any magnetic field change (Numerical) and altered model with no
change in magnetic field (No B field) are shown separately.

To find out how important the magnetic field is in the analysis, the DLS model and the 2 variants

are plotted in figure 9. Slight differences in sensitivity between the different model variants are seen.

There is a difference between all the models, which experience a larger difference in sensitivity further

from the X-point. Overall the variation is not very large, which is to be expected as the magnetic

field change is very low on JET so it turns out is not very important for the analysis in this thesis,

but this more general model could be applied to cases where these assumptions are no longer valid,

such as MAST-U super-X configurations. The data will therefore be compared with the original DLS

model, with any arguments based on sensitivity scaling using the variant with no change in magnetic

field for simplicity.
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3 Camera data processing

In this chapter, the processing and analysis of filtered camera images to facilitate model comparison

are described. The key data to measure the detachment state in this thesis are divertor filtered

camera images, which require processing before comparing to models. Other diagnostics are used to

estimate control parameters or to support and verify either the camera data front position or control

parameters. Control parameter definitions are introduced separately in section 4.7. The use of the

camera data for tracking the detachment front is introduced in chapter 4.

To track the detachment front, emission must be projected from 3D line-of-sight integrals within the

JET camera view to the 2D poloidal plane under the assumption of toroidal symmetry. The field of

view that the cameras produce brightness images are processed using the Calcam [94] code to set up

for the inversion process before finally inverting the data into the poloidal plane.

3.1 Camera data

The KL11 divertor camera system [95] has a field of view that covers the JET divertor, with lines

of sight that have components in the toroidal and poloidal direction. The light passes through

an endoscope leaving the vessel to reach CCD detectors after separation through wavelength filters.

Neutral density filters protect the CCD amplifiers by reducing the intensity of all wavelengths evenly.

Photons are detected by releasing an electron from the photocathode at the detector surface that is

accelerated by an electric field towards a microchannel plate (MCP) (for the cameras that are fitted

with an MCP). The MCP increases the number of electrons (gain) enough to be detected as a voltage.

Factors for the neutral density and MCP gain are taken into account along with a calibration for the

absolute brightness from an integrating sphere.

3.1.1 Camera image quality filtering

Apart from the various calibration factors, the brightness images are cleaned up by applying a

background subtraction and a median filter. Some pixels have fixed brightness values, possibly due

to damage so background subtraction removes this, and speckled noise possibly due to neutrons

striking the sensor are removed using a median filter.

Further improvements to the images involve Fourier filtering of periodic oscillations in the image.

When looking at an image before a pulse, horizontal oscillations are most clearly visible, and move

vertically across the images over time but have the same frequency. Summing all rows of pixels

shows a sinusoidal pattern of a fixed frequency. These are now filtered at this detected frequency by
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(a) Removing the horizontal oscillations using
fourier filtering from a raw image (top left to top
right) and background images (bottom left) be-
fore subtracting the image from the background
to get a clear image (bottom left)

(b) horizontally averaged camera signal before
(blue) and after (orange) removing horizontal os-
cillations plotted against the number of pixels
from the top of the images in figure 10a

Figure 10

applying a fourier transformation, filtering out these frequencies, then applying the inverse fourier

transform. This process now alters the process for background subtraction too as shown in figure

10, so 10 frames before plasma are filtered with the selected fourier range and then averaged.

To check this method, the 1st background frame is background subtracted using the averaged 10

background frames described above. If binned, the distribution of pixel values should be around 0.

Before the fourier change, the peak is off zero in a skewed gaussian, whereas after the change the

result is a gaussian centred around 0. Fitting the Fourier filtered images to a gaussian gives the

standard deviation of the noise in the image σbk.

For later images the horizontal oscillations are also seen, but have higher brightness. The Fourier

filtering method does not depend on the brightness so these are filtered out. The images are Fourier

filtered first, then background subtracted before the median filter is applied.

3.1.2 Line integration

With the camera calibration in section 3.2 rays from each pixel are cast into the vessel and their

path until reaching the walls are recorded. For each camera on KL11, there are 1 million pixels

(1000× 1000) to cast rays for and this is done assuming that the emission across a pixel is the same

so that the line of sight can be approximated as a line integral.
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The contribution from each volume element is used to calculate the signal detected at each pixel.

The emissivity for each camera wavelength filter (photonsm−3sr−1s−1), is evaluated at the point in

space as ϵ(r, θ, ϕ), so the photons leaving the infinitesimal volume dV are ϵ(r, θ, ϕ)dV . As photons

are conserved in an optically thin plasma, this emission spreads out radially over a spherical surface

with radius rs. The photon density (ρsurf (rs)) on the sphere surface shown in equation 44, where rs

is also the radius away from the emission point.

ρsurf (rs) =
ϵ(r, θ, ϕ)dV

4πr2s (44)

When looking at a distance between each dV element and the pixel surface, the size of the sphere

has radius rs = r the only photons incident to the pixel surface is the surface density multiplied by

the projected pixel area in this direction. The projected area is the fraction of the pixel seen at the

point dV, multiplied by the area of the pixel at angle α between the vector between dV and pixel

detector and the pixel aperture to pixel detector vector. The fraction is given as a weight function

W (r, θ, ϕ) so that the projected area given as Aproj(r, θ, ϕ) = Adetcos(α)W (r, θ, ϕ). Therefore for a

single volume element the total number of photons incident on the the pixel surface (Pdet) is shown

in equation 45 where α is the angle between the detector normal and the selected point.

Pdet =
ϵ(r, θ, ϕ)Adetcos(α)W (r, θ, ϕ)dV

4πr2
(45)

Over all volume elements the integral gives the contribution of all photons onto the pixel surface

(Ptot), and can be split up into radial and area components shown in equation 46.

Ptot =

∫∫∫
V

ϵ(r, θ, ϕ)Adetcos(α)W (r, θ, ϕ)dV

4πr2

=
Adet

4π

∫
r

1

r2

∫∫
A

ϵ(r, θ, ϕ)cos(α)W (r, θ, ϕ)dAdr

(46)

Equation 46 is a general integral for the photons but simplifications have to be made for the cameras

because of the small angles between the camera aperture and pixel detector surface.

Assuming that all points are generated within a small angle between the central cone axis vector and

the vector from the origin to the generated points is small, then the projected area is approximately

just the pixel detector area projected in the direction of the vector between the detector-aperture

centres, which is the z axis used in the problem. Using Aproj(r, θ, ϕ) = Adetcos(δ)W (r, θ, ϕ) where
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cos(δ) is constant angle of the z axis to the area, the integral is now shown in equation 47.

Ptot =
Aproj

4π

∫
r

1

r2

∫∫
A

ϵ(r, θ, ϕ)W (r, θ, ϕ)dAdr (47)

Where dA is the surface area of the emission volume perpendicular to the line of sight. This volume

integral equation can be reduced to a line integral with additional assumptions to simplify the

problem. The line integral assumes that the emissivity does not change over area, only over distance

from the pixel surface, therefore ϵ(r, θ, ϕ) = ϵ(r) and all of the pixel surface is visible W (r, θ, ϕ) = 1

. The assumptions lead to equation 48.

Ptot =
Aproj

4π

∫
r

1

r2

∫∫
A

ϵ(r, θ, ϕ)dAdr

=
Aproj

4π

∫
r

ϵ(r)

r2
dr

∫∫
A

dA

=
Aproj

4π

∫
r

ϵ(r)

r2
dr

∫∫
A

dA

(48)

For a spherical capped cone, the area at each radial distance r is the total area of the sphere multiplied

by the ratio of solid angle to total solid angle 4πr2(Ωdet/4π) = r2Ωdet where Ωdet is the solid angle of

each area element. This reduced to equation 49.

Ptot =
Aproj

4π

∫
r

ϵ(r)

r2
r2Ωdr =

Aproj

4π

∫
r

ϵ(r)Ωdetdr (49)

Equation 49 recovers the standard line integral result with Ωdet =
Adet

d2
where d is the distance between

the pixel aperture and pixel detector. This then links with the etendue of Edet = Adet
Aapcos(α)

d2

returning the standard line integral formula shown in equation 50. [96]

Ptot =
Edet

4π

∫
r

ϵ(r)dr (50)

Equation 50 shows that under the assumption of constant emissivity at distance r from the pixel

the total brightness is proportional to the line integral of emissivity. The solid angle of each pixel is

small enough that this is considered a good approximation. However, the etendue on these cameras

are not known so an absolute measurement is not possible, but an brightness calibration from the

integrating sphere calibration takes this into account.
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3.2 Camera spatial calibration

To invert from the camera view to the poloidal plane the first step involves tracing rays from each

camera pixel and finding where they intersect the wall. This requires knowing the exact position of

the camera, its field of view and any distortion in the camera system.

3.2.1 Theory of camera spatial calibration

Both the position, field of view and distortion of each camera are fitted in Calcam [94] using a camera

lens model including distortion. To fit the camera model to a camera view, 3D points in a CAD

model are marked


X

Y

Z

 and linked to pixels on an image in 2D


U

V

1

 as shown in figure 11. Equation

51 shows the relationship between these vectors by first applying the rotation and translation matrix

with rotation elements Rij and Tij, followed by alignment with the focal length in each direction fx,

fy and the optimal centre of the image cx, cy.


U

V

1

 =


fx 0 cx

0 fy cy

0 0 1

 .

R11 R12 R13 T1

R21 R22 R23 T2

R31 R32 R33 T3

 .

X

Y

Z

1

 (51)

Distortion is approximated using a Taylor approximation where the radial distortion is small closer

to the optimal centre of the camera (distortion centre) and is symmetric, with radial distortion

coefficients kn for increasing r2 coefficients. This introduces radial distortion as a polynomial in

radial distance from the camera centre (r) squared. With different models to choose from this is

not unique but is an approximation that has been regularly used, with distortion shown in equation

52. [97]

xrad = x(1 + k1r
2 + k2r

4)

yrad = y(1 + k1r
2 + k2r

4)
(52)

Tangential distortion is much less important in the camera problem assuming proper camera align-

ment. It is due to effects such as slight change of angle the lens to the detector. The distortion is

shown in equation 53 with coefficients p1 and p2.
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Figure 11: The CAD model (left) and a calibration image showing the divertor viewpoint of KL11
on JET. Red points are marked and matched between the left and right for spatially calibrating the
camera view.

xtan = x+ [2p1xy + p2(r
2 + 2x2)]

ytan = y + [2p2xy + p1(r
2 + 2y2)]

(53)

After the rotation and translation matrix is applied to X, Y, and Z - the right hand vector in equation

54 is created with a division by Z to allow a match to the left hand side of the z component of 1.

After applying the rotation and Z constraint the distortion is calculated as X ′ = x(1+k1r
2+k2r

4)+

[2p1xy + p2(r
2 + 2x2)] and Y ′ = y(1 + k1r

2 + k2r
4) + [2p2xy + p1(r

2 + 2y2)]


U

V

1

 =


fx 0 cx

0 fy cy

0 0 1

 .

X ′

Y ′

1

 (54)

3.2.2 Fitting and using the camera spatial calibration
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The fit of the camera model is originally done in openCV [98] but testing of how well constrained

and the error on this fit was done using Bayesian gibbs chain markov chain monte carlo. Assuming

fx = fy and k3 and higher terms are ignored, the fit is well constrained, so this form of Bayesian

analysis was useful for determining how good a fit is created.

Figure 12: The space around a central pixel
(green) with a spatial calibration uncertainty
between 1-2 pixels is shown (in red) and used
to estimate the maximum uncertainty on the
central pixel value.

During the fit, a mean error in number of pixels be-

tween the left an right hand side of equation 54 is

calculated for all fitted points using the square root

of the sum of the squares of differences per fitting

point. The mean error per pixel is propagated to an

error in brightness σcal by calculating the maximum

difference in brightness between every pixel and every

other pixel within the spatial calibration pixel error.

For example, with a mean pixel uncertainty between

1 and 2 pixel, a grid of 10 × 10 (2 pixels away from

the centre pixel in all directions), shown in figure 12,

would be drawn around every pixel and the largest

difference in brightness is an estimate for the uncer-

tainty from the spatial calibration fitting. The un-

certainty in the brightness from this source and the

background noise are combined in quadrature to get

the total estimated uncertainty in the brightness in

equation 55.

σy =
√
(σ2

bk + σ2
cal) (55)

The features on a calibration image must be clearly seen in both the image and the CAD model

to match. If the calibration fitted points are transferred between cameras or between the different

pulses then shift can be small but the points must be clearly defined. It is possible to have a low

calibration error from placing points on a 3D CAD model, but this is only reliable if these points can

be seen in the calibration image. Different spectral filters will have slight deviation due to differences

in their refractive indices, in position and fitting parameters, so separate calibrations are performed

for each camera. Previously the camera images used for calibration were taken from different pulses
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that had disrupted before the pulse of interest was ran. Disrupted pulses produce larger amounts

of light in the vessel, enough to see all the features clearly at once. However the disruption events

can shake the vessel, so displace the camera position we are trying to calibrate, so in this analysis

the calibrations are taken over multiple frames in each pulse. In detachment experiments different

parts of the divertor are illuminated over the duration of a pulse, allowing the points of the spatial

calibration to be identified. Certain filters such as Dγ have much lower intensity and it is tricky

to see features clearly, so more camera frames are required to highlight enough points on the CAD

model for a reliable spatial calibration.

3.3 Camera inversions

Camera emission profiles in the poloidal plane can be used to calculate emissivities or line ratios

of camera emissivities and track for further model comparisons. The most useful view point in the

lines of sight is of the poloidal plane, while assuming toroidally symmetric emission. Successfully

reproducing emission in the poloidal plane is only possible through either multiple cameras, with more

line of sight coverage, or the poloidal and toroidal lines of sight combined with toroidal symmetry to

give enough information to constrain emission in this viewpoint. It is not a perfect setup, and after

inversions there are still places that the emission can exist in different poloidal positions that would

still reproduce the camera image view. [99] The multiple possible solutions available means that there

is a need to find a solution that both agree with the camera brightness and is a physically possible

solution.

After the rays are traced throughout the vessel, the components of each are converted to the poloidal

plane in a “geometry matrix”. This process is where toroidal symmetry is assumed. A meshed grid is

constructed in the poloidal plane and each ray has its length in each mesh cell (in r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2)

is recorded as an element of the matrix Gij, where ‘i’ is the ith pixel and ‘j’ is the jth cell in the

mesh grid. There is no order to the pixels or mesh cells necessary, just aligned with a column vector

of pixels y and column vector of emissivity for each mesh cell b. The linear equation is therefore

shown in equation 56. In this equation G and y are well defined and known, but to solve exactly for

emissivity b the inverse G−1 must be well defined. The inverse being required classifies this as an

inversion problem.

y = Gb

b = G−1y
(56)
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As G is not a square matrix and so does not have an exact inverse. This means that the problem of

determining b is defined as “ill posed” with no uniquely determined solution. Computing a pseudo

inverse is a possible solution but the condition of the problem makes this a poor approximation. The

matrix G−1 is ill conditioned because small changes to the original matrix G mean large changes to

G−1 and when applied to y, larger changes to emissivity b.

The best solution is not to compute G−1, but instead iterate on the forward problem Gb which is

well defined. By iterating through emissivity b, the most likely solution b is when Gb fits the data

best. One simple method is to minimise the sum of the squares of the residuals |y−Gb|2. For larger

numbers of emissivity grid cells, it takes more resources to iterate, so while algorithms still use this

principle they need to iterate fast enough.

The algorithm used in this thesis to solve the inversion problem is is called Simultaneous Algebraic

reconstruction technique (SART) [100]. It begins with a uniform emissivity profile and shifts it in a way

to reach a closer match to the brightness until the emissivity stops changing (gradient decent type

algorithm) or reaches a maximum number of total iterations. The important part of this solution is

that before evaluating the solution convergence, the emissivity is enforced to be positive. This will

reduce the number of possible solutions available to the solver and confine it to solutions that make

physical sense.

To propagate the uncertainty from the brightness in equation 55 to an uncertainty on the emissivity,

bounds are estimated for how much the emissivity in one grid cell can change and still reproduce a

brightness Gb within the uncertainty in equation 55. The maximum value to satisfy this for each

emissivity grid cell is calculated as σbmax. This shown for an emissivity poloidal grid cell j = 1, ...,m

for every pixel in the range i = 1, ..., n in equation 57.

(σbmax)j =MAX i=n
i=0 (Gi,j(σb)j − (σy)i)

(57)

The uncertainty estimate does not account for uncertainty that the inversion is a non-unique solution

but it gives a useful uncertainty estimate. The uncertainty and profile for an example emissivity are

shown in figure 13. The uncertainty profile does not vary that much across the poloidal profile but

it shows a background level of 20− 30% of the maximum emissivity in figure 13a.
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(a) An example KL11 inverted Dγ poloidal pro-
file

(b) An example error for a KL11 inverted Dγ

poloidal profile

Figure 13
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4 Tracking the detachment front location and determining

control parameters

4.1 Assumptions and past techniques

KL11 [95] camera data on JET have several options for wavelength filters on up to 4 different cameras

called channels (c-f). Filters for Dα (656.1 nm), Dγ (434 nm) and NII (500.4 nm) spectral lines are

considered. Ultimately what is needed from these camera data is a position away from the target

that represents a level of detachment consistently. During detachment, a low temperature region

expands from the target with increasing depth of detachment, so a fixed temperature along the

outer leg moves away from the target as the temperature profile moves. Spatial measurements for a

fixed temperature have been estimated from looking at impurity emission lines, and on carbon wall

machines it is suitable to look at CIII emission as a roughly fixed temperature measurement [58;60].

On JET, the ITER-like wall has tungsten and tungsten coated carbon divertor tiles and Beryllium

outer wall, which means that the carbon density won’t be as high as carbon wall machines like TCV.

Some pulses of interest use nitrogen seeding and it was investigated if the NII filtered camera images

were useful for analysing the pulses in this thesis. This gives a direct measurement of emission which

Figure 14: NII inversions with (a) Both ELM and no ELM visible (b) No ELM visible (c) ELM is
the most visible part of the inversion
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Figure 15: Model of Dγ/Dα emission using ADAS recombination and emission components for Dγ

and Dα at different electron densities and neutral fractions. The components if only recombination
emission is considered and if only excitation emission is considered are shown to highlight the change
in which component is dominant for predicted Dγ/Dα values.

contains a clear peak in the divertor. One problem with some Nitrogen seeded pulses was tracking

in H-mode, in which ELMs attach the divertor temporarily and result in a very high increase in the

target NII emission over a time shorter than the exposure time of the camera as shown in figure

14(c) compared to inter-ELM emission in figure 14(b) . The camera exposure time of 30ms gives

enough time for the ELM to occur and the divertor to recover, which the inter-ELM NII emission

is still collected by the camera and partially seen in the divertor as shown in figure 14(a). This can

sometimes be seen, as shown figure 14(c), but is more difficult to track. The intra-ELM NII emission

is generally peaked on a flux surface in the SOL further from the separatrix and is spread over the

divertor target. It is possible to track a front position for some frames, but as the ELM frequency

increases, it becomes impossible to distinguish between intra-ELM and inter-ELM emission, as shown

in figure 14(c). Since the exposure time of the camera at 30ms is already large compared to intra-

ELM period, missing frames or sections of time that are tricky to track peaks in make it unsuitable

for tracking a detachment front. If using a camera with higher frame rate (and shorter exposure

time), then impurity lines could be considered more useful for H-mode pulses, at least for orientation

of what is happening in the pulse. Even for higher frame rates, the NII emission might not be

ideal for a detachment front measurement due to changes in nitrogen concentration and that the

temperature of the peak would be high (3-5eV range). Impurity lines would therefore be more useful

for predicting the onset of detachment or for intra-ELM analysis. [63]

Tracking spectral line emission features that appear at lower temperatures would be more convincing
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criteria that detachment has been reached, as there would be a larger low temperature region to

potentially give a larger distance between the ionisation front and the target, while also allowing an

increase in recombination. Tracking a lower temperature range is more desirable, but hydrogen (or

one of its isotopes) transitions such as in the Balmer series are dependent on temperature and density,

modelled from recombination and excitation components from equation 5. Over a temperature range,

at a fixed electron and neutral density there is a transition between the recombination term in

equation 5 being stronger at low temperature to becoming weaker at higher temperature depending

on the transition. As the recombination and excitation emission is indistinguishable for a single

Balmer line, the ratio of 2 spectral lines [89] with slightly different temperature ranges is better for

highlighting the change between recombination and excitation dominant emission, which in turn

highlights a temperature gradient.

The line ratio Dγ/Dα can be modelled using equation 58 to show the transition between increased

ratio of recombination to excitation, shown in figure 15 for a range of electron densities and neutral

densities. Figure 15 shows that there is a transition between recombination dominant emission with

higher Dγ

Dα
(at lower temperatures) and excitation dominant Dγ

Dα
(at higher temperatures) within a

temperature range of Tr = 1 − 2.5eV . It also shows that Tr is weak function of n0 and ne for

0.001 < n0/ne < 0.1 and 1 × 1019 < ne < 1 × 1020 which are used in figure 15. As temperature

is increased, the start of the drop in Dγ

Dα
is found between 1-2.5eV, which is toward the cold end of

the detachment front where recombination rates decrease. Molecular emission is known to increase

emission in the Dα wavelength range that would decrease the magnitude of Dγ

Dα
overall [71] but the

sharp reduction of Dγ

Dα
in figure 15 would not be shifted away from the 1-2.5eV temperature range.

Dγ

Dα

=
D5→2

D3→2

=
PECexc

5→2n
2
e + PECrec

5→2nen0

PECexc
3→2n

2
e + PECrec

3→2nen0

(58)

The small range in temperature of this transition temperature means that the transition of Dγ

Dα
is

approximately a function of temperature alone. If the electron temperature must be increasing over

a particular region in the vessel and a drop in Dγ

Dα
is also seen, then the temperature must be in

the range 1-2.5eV over a reasonable range of neutral and electron densities. The temperature must

decrease from the X-point towards the divertor target along a field line, so looking in the direction

of the field line to find a rise in Dγ

Dα
gives a consistent measure of low temperature location.

Dγ

Dα
over the full frame time of 30ms in the KL11 cameras appears to be only mildly affected by ELMs.

The NII line has very large increases in emission as the higher temperature region is brought closer
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Figure 16: A grid of example inverted image ratios at different stages of detachment in JET pulse
number (JPN) 89241. The inverted data is only plotted in the region of the common flux region near
to the separatrix. A blue ’x’ marks the point where the ratio is at 90% of its peak value.

to the target, however the opposite appears true for Dγ

Dα

[63]. At higher temperature, Dγ

Dα
is lower, so

over the 30ms exposure time of the camera, the ∼ 1ms intra-ELM period may reduce the Dγ

Dα
to

much lower values. This would not cause large increases in radiation but cause a small drop in the

Dγ

Dα
over the camera frame. Nothing in this analysis is highly dependent on the value of Dγ

Dα
, so this

can still be used as the inter-ELM low temperature location tracker.

4.2
Dγ

Dα
2D profiles

Taking the ratio of Dγ

Dα
requires some bounds to the individual Dγ and Dα profiles to stop large spikes

arising from noise in the data. For low emissivity values of each Balmer line (below the uncertainty),

the magnitude of emissivity can vary by small amounts but may cause large variation in the line

ratio. If Dα is varying within its noise level and Dγ is fixed at a significant value, then Dγ

Dα
can

massively change. Similarly if Dγ is varying within the uncertainty but Dα is fixed at a low value Dγ

Dα

changes are large. This means that large spikes can appear in the poloidal Dγ

Dα
profiles, or if dividing

interpolated Dγ and Dα, when they are actually just artefacts due to noise.

Noisy spikes in Dγ

Dα
have the most impact when Dγ or Dα emissivity is low and within its uncertainty.

Limiting the display and calculation for using Dγ or Dα only when above the their uncertainty

previously calculated in equation 57 and shown in figure 13. In Field et al. [2017], Dγ

Dα
is calculated

above fixed values of Dγ and Dα. Figure 16 shows some examples of Dγ and Dα after the processing

steps discussed in this section.
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Figure 17: The detachment front edge search process is illustrated: a.) The search region is high-
lighted in blue along with the separatrix (red) along with the Dγ/Dα ratio 2D profile. b-d) Three
smaller plots display the emission ratio obtained in the direction parallel to the target at 3 different
distances along the separatrix shown in a.) The average of the highest 0.05m region along these
profiles (shaded) is shown as dashed lines. e) the poloidal profile of Dγ/Dα ratio abstracted from
this process; colored symbols correspond to the location of the lines, poloidally, in a.)

4.3 Tracking methods

In this section, a method for tracking the detachment front is introduced. Starting from 2D poloidal

emission profiles, the emission needs to be reduced to a 1D profile in the direction of a flux surface.

The method then reduces each 1D profile to a key position along the flux surface which is finally

converted to a position along a field line and a z position along a flux tube as defined in section 2.6.3.

Tracking methods that use flux surface r, z data from the equilibrium were found to be more subject

to noise than other methods that do not use flux surfaces to find the Dγ

Dα
peak location. Highlighting

a single flux tube based on large Dγ

Dα
emissivity grid values introduced uncertainty from the emissivity

grid, and linking that to a single flux surface created large spatial differences of where Dγ

Dα
was tracked.

Methods that relied on the gradient between flux surfaces and spatial averaging to interpolate Dγ

Dα

removed the problems with aligning the equilibrium and emissivity grid, however were very dependent

on the exact magnetic equilibrium from EFIT such that small changes will greatly alter the shape

and peak of the final 1D profile. To mimimise the effect of the magnetic equilibrium on the estimated

front positions, relying only on the position of the separatrix for initial peak detection while using

spatial averaging showed an improvement to the stability of detected peaks.

To find the peak Dγ

Dα
poloidally, a selection grid of [R,Z] points to interpolate and spatially average are

selected with only using the equilibrium as a guide. [R,Z] points are evenly spaced along the separatrix

and in the direction across the target tile 5 plate in the outboard direction to form a parallelogram of
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points. This is shown in figure 17 (a) where dashed lines extending from the separatrix are examples

of 1 point extended in the direction parallel to the target plate. Each point generated is now the

same distance away from the target plate as the corresponding starting point on the separatrix and

can be averaged over the direction that follows the target plate to reduce to a 1D averaged profile

along the separatrix. Figure 17 (b-d) shows how for each of the dashed coloured lines in figure 17

(a) look before taking an average. To make a more consistent average, a width of 0.05m region that

has the highest average Dγ/Dα ratio in each profile is selected as the coloured region in figure 17

(b-d). These “horizontal” profiles are also useful for a later step when finding the [R,Z] position of

a feature. The mean of each horizontal profile at every position parallel to the separatrix is shown

in figure 17 (e), which show the values of averaged Dγ/Dα from the 3 coloured horizontal profiles in

figures 17 (b-d) as the 3 coloured points. The detachment front location can now be found from this

1D profile, but the magnitude of Dγ/Dα has been lowered due to the spatial averaging. However the

exact magnitude of Dγ/Dα is not required in any subsequent steps of the analysis, which is another

benefit to this method.

Figure 18: The detachment front edge search process is illustrated: a.) The Dγ/Dα ratio 2D profile
over the search region which is limited to the common flux region near the separatrix; b-d) Three
smaller plots display the emission ratio obtained in the direction parallel to the target at 3 different
distances along the separatrix (highlighted in the corresponding color in a). The average of the
highest 0.05m region along these profiles (shaded) is shown as dashed lines. e) the poloidal profile of
Dγ/Dα ratio abstracted from the process shown in b)-d); colored symbols correspond to the location
of the lines, poloidally, in a).
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4.4 Front Position in a 1D profile

Profiles from the target towards the X-point parallel to the separatrix like those in figure 17 (e) are

used to find a detachment front location to track over time. Section 4.1 highlights that the peak or

large drops in Dγ/Dα as temperature increases could be a good measure for the detachment front.

Figure 18, shows profiles over time for pulse 89241 where peak positions are detected (crosses) and

drops to 90% of the peak Dγ/Dα. The peak position of the flat-top regions in the profile would make

detecting the peak uncertain and is strongly dependent on noise. However, the drop between the

peak and upstream occurs over a much shorter poloidal distance so is found to be more consistent to

detect. Figure 15 shows that the decrease in Dγ/Dα as temperature increases is within a similarly

small temperature range as the Dγ/Dα peak. Instead of using the peak Dγ/Dα, a percentage drop

from the peak Dγ/Dα is chosen close enough to the peak but after a large enough Dγ/Dα reduction

that a Dγ/Dα decrease is not due to noise. Testing values between a fall of Dγ/Dα from the peak

position to be in a range between 90%− 70% does change the final peak position, but the separation

does not expand greatly over this range. By 90% there is a significant enough drop to stabilise the

noise in detachment front location but not move the detachment front location significantly far from

the peak Dγ/Dα. Compared to the peak Dγ/Dα, the 90% fall off is both more well defined because

the changes in Dγ/Dα are larger than close to the peak, and is also able to represent a similar

temperature range in the divertor so it is used as the detachment front location measurement in this

analysis.

4.5 Uncertainty propagation

The uncertainties have so far been propagated to the 2D poloidal emission profiles, but it is not clear

about the assumptions (such as how interpolation effects gaussian distributed uncertainty found on

the camera data) to propagate them further to the front position measurement. A more computa-

tionally intense method than analytical propagation is by using a monte carlo method of propagation.

The 2D poloidal emission profiles have a distribution using the value of the emissivity profile as the

peak and the uncertainty as the standard deviation to generate a multivariate normal distribution

of values that the emission takes that can be sampled from. The full process described in sections

4.3 and 4.4 is repeated many times using these perturbed emissivities to get a distribution of peak

positions that are possible within the range of emissivities that are possible.

4.6 Aligning with a flux surface
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Figure 19: A simplified diagram of the JET di-
vertor region to be analysed: Interpolation points
in purple (front location at each time point in the
pulse) are evenly spaced inside the red-outlined re-
gion that is shaded in figure 17. The purple line
is the flux surface that is closest to all the green
detected peaks, and the points are projected onto
this line to make model comparisons. The blue
line is the x-point location.

To compare to the DLS model in section 2.6.4,

the data must be tracked along a flux tube over

some period of time. To find the closest flux

surface that aligns with the detachment front lo-

cations for each time point, the radial (R), ver-

tical (Z) position of the front is located. The

data is currently given in a poloidal distance in

a straight line from the target, but at the 90%

upstream fall off value will have a “horizontal”

profile similar to figures 17 (b-d). To get an es-

timate of the detachment front position in [R,Z],

the centre of mass of the “horizontal” profile is

found, located at xCOM = Σxy
Σy

along this profile.

Over all time frames, the [R,Z] position shifts at

different stages of detachment but overall moves

up the outer leg assumed along the same field

line.

To compare this to a path along a field line, for the purpose of the discharges in this thesis, the

equilibrium is taken to be fixed and does not change much over time periods of interest. The average

of the equilibrium gives a good representation of the field as the strike point moves by less than 1cm

in each pulse analysed. By averaging all the values in the equilibrium over time, the small oscillations

are removed. On the resulting equilibrium, the [R,Z] points are interpolated onto a normalised flux

value Ψn which is on average distributed on a single flux surface. This average flux surface is used

for model comparison by projecting the [R,Z] points onto the closest point on the flux surface. The

purple flux surface in figure 19 shows the path closest to most of the points in pulse 89241 and how

it matches to the [R,Z] front positions detected.

The DLS model requires the calculation of zh position using the path of the field line from equation

24 where the poloidal distance along the field line lp is known from the flux surface, and the total

magnetic field at the X-point B× and local poloidal magnetic field are found by interpolating onto

values from EFIT.

From this stage onward all of the information used to calculate the right hand side of equation 36

has been calculated, using additional total local magnetic field values starting at the target and
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integrating upwards in dz. The left hand side is not dependent on camera data, nor does it require

good spatial resolution of the detachment front for PSOL and nu components.

4.7 Determining control parameters

4.7.1 PSOL Calculation

Power balance in the core can be used to calculate PSOL, which is predicted to affect the divertor

conditions and must be calculated to compare to the DLS model.

Power is injected from external heating systems through either injecting particles, such as neutral

beam injectors (NBI); inducing a current in the plasma generating heat from resistance, known as

Ohmic heating power (Ohm); or by causing resonance with an electro magnetic wave for example, ion

or electron cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH), or lower hybrid current drive (LHCD). The plasma

retains some of this input energy, which can be calculated from several different methods [101]. Most

commonly used is the plasma response detected through diamagnetic loop coils, using the equilibrium

to get the stored energy (Wdia) and differentiated over time to get the stored power (Ywd).

Pin = PNBI + Pohm + PICRH

PSOL = Pin − Ywd − Pshi − Pradc − Pcx (59)

As PSOL can’t be directly measured on JET, it is estimated by balancing the heating power with

losses as shown in equation 59. This calculated with a standard method for JET, including similar

smoothing of the data as described later, with the main difference of separating out the inter-ELM

contributions. Taking into account losses from the NBI shine-through (Pshi) and the total power

radiated in the core (Pradc), along with energy lost due to charge exchange (Pcx) and the rate of

change of stored energy Ywd balances with the total injected power (Pin). (Pradc) is calculated for

JET using a weighted sum of bolometer chords to discount the divertor radiation. The Pshi, Pcx

measurements are taken as the same data signals used in the original JET standard calculation,

whereas Pradc is calculated inter-ELM, special inter-ELM calculation for Ywd and calculating Pin

from its components.

The Ywd signal would normally be calculated by some numerical method of differentiating stored

energy Wdia to get the total power, but here it is re-calculated after removal of ELM peaks. The

inter-ELM change is calculated by approximating the increase in Wdia between 2 ELMs as linear
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dWdia

dt
in time range dt and finding the gradient. This method ignores the intra-ELM changes to give

an inter-ELM measurement. Outside of H-mode, a standard measurement is used for Ywd.

The power is known to be split between the inner and outer divertor, and is likely to be an uneven

split. The distribution of quantities behaving differently between the LFS and HFS is called in-out

asymmetry, however this has actually been shown to be a function of the magnitude of PSOL
[102].

Given that most of the PSOL in total ends up on the LFS and there is not enough information to

determine the proportion to the inner and outer divertor, PSOL is left as the total value where only

relative change of PSOL is required in the DLS model.

(a) Raw and processed signals which contribute
to the calculation of total power

(b) Raw and processed signals which contribute
to the calculation of PSOL

Figure 20

To calculate PSOL on JET, several smoothing and filtering factors are used. The NBI power is

smoothed with a gaussian kernel with full width half maximum (FWHM) of 0.235s because sharp

jumps in the NBI power occur after it has been increased that would not all reach the SOL at

the same time but over the order of the confinement time (∼ 100ms). The time base of the other

power input signals are sampled at a much lower frequency, so Pohm and PICRH are smoothed with

a FWHM of 70ms before being interpolated onto the NBI time base. The signals Ywd, Pshi and

Pcx are calculated from other codes to determine their values for equation 59 to calculate PSOL,

and are also interpolated onto NBI signal time base since they are already smooth. Core radiation

Pradc is measured from the bolometer data with weightings to only identify core radiation. This

signal is already pre-smoothed lightly over ∼ 10 data points by previous processing, but because the

inter ELM PSOL is required, it is then filtered for ELMs and re-smoothed with the same gaussian

smoothing kernel of 70ms fwhm before being interpolated onto the NBI time base. The calculation
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is then made using equation 59 and plotted with all components in figure 20b as an example.

4.7.2 nu Determination

The upstream density in the DLS model is a boundary condition introduced through the Lengyel for-

mulation of radiated power and a balance of plasma pressure from the thermal front to the upstream

point. Upstream density is defined at the midplane on the separatrix. Unfortunately, the position

of the separatrix is difficult to determine accurately. Particularly in H-mode, in the pedestal, there

is a large spatial gradient in density [103]; attempting to match this to a very precise and uncertain

flux surface is a problem. Comparison of experiments to the DLS model requires a relative change

in density for the front position to move. Therefore a noisy signal for the upstream density will be

a problem for predicting front position changes, particularly as the upstream density is predicted

to be the control parameter with the highest sensitivity. The standard method for determining the

separatrix position at the upstream point on JET is at a fixed temperature measurement which is

more stable than reconstructed equilibria. The problem is that the fixed temperature value, at 100eV

for JET in H-mode, is only an estimate, and there is likely to be a constant offset between this and

the true separatrix position. This is overall why methods of refining calculations of nu are introduced

in this thesis.

4.7.2.1 Thomson Scattering

The upstream density can be estimated as the Thomson scattering electron density at the separatrix

position rsep, where rsep is estimated from Thomson scattering temperature measurements. For the

JET KE11 diagnostic, the elastic scattering of light from a Q-switched Nd:YAG LASER (1064nm)

is detected at 63 spatial points and separated into wavelengths. For stationary electrons in the

plasma, the elastic scattering means that photons are detected at the exact same wavelength but the

high temperature in the plasma causes the moving electrons to doppler shift the light. An electron

temperature can be derived from the distribution of scattered photons in wavelength and an electron

density from the scattered intensity [104]. The spatial points give a radial resolution of ∼ 1− 1.6 cm

radially towards the outboard midplane through the pedestal across the separatrix and into the SOL.

The detector is located at the top of the machine.

The separatrix location is not determined using the equilibrium, as the width of the pedestal in

H-mode is of the same order as spatial uncertainties in EFIT (∼ 1cm), so an alternative approach

is needed to estimate the separatrix position in the Thomson profiles. To estimate the separatrix

location on JET a fixed temperature in the pedestal is determined. Starting from equation 13 with
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T
7/2
t << T

7/2
u and with the assumption that half of the total PSOL reaches the divertor target and

flows through an area A = 2πRλqBpol/B similar to equation 35 and approximating q|| = (PSOL/2)/A.

This gives a rough approximation of temperature in equation 60 that when used in the case of pulses

described in section 4.11. Using this equation the H-mode pulses studied have Te,sep ∼ 100eV which

typical for H-mode pulses on JET, while the L-mode pulses reach Te,sep ∼ 60eV .

T 7/2
u =

7

8

PSOLB

πRλqBpol

L

κ0e
(60)

To estimate the upstream density at the separatrix, the R position which aligns with where Tu is

located in the pedestal temperature profile is required. Methods have started with fitting both the

density and temperature profiles with a modified tanh function that matches the pedestal temperature

and density profiles. [105] [106] This can fit well to the overall pedestal profile but the fit will depend on

how many spatial points into the core are input, and for its use in this thesis the fit has to be in good

agreement with the data around the separatrix. In H-mode, there are between 1 and 3 spatial points

in the Thomson profiles across the pedestal density profile on JET. The low number of spatial points

near the separatrix makes an upstream density measurement much more uncertain when fitted, as a

slight error in this region can greatly change the inferred value.

Instead of fitting the pedestal profiles, the analysis is simplified to avoid compounding uncertainty in

fitted parameters. For the purpose of this analysis, density is only required at a single radial point,

and noise in the temperature and density profile data appear much smaller than the change in the

pedestal gradient show in figure 22a, so an interpolation method would have reasonable consistency.

The temperature profile is linearly interpolated between spatial points where the temperature first

drops below the fixed Tu value from the core to the SOL. This gives a position of the separatrix

rsep which is then interpolated on the density profile to get an upstream density estimate. The

uncertainty in rsep appears small, however for very steep H-mode pedestal gradients this becomes a

very large uncertainty on upstream density. The first method was attempted to combine with the

lithium beam to produce a better spatial resolution in the pedestal which will be described in section

4.8.

4.7.2.2 Lithium beam density measurement

To measure the electron density profile, a beam of neutral lithium is injected at energies of 20-

70kV [107] into the plasma to measure excited lithium lines at 670.78 nm using a spectrometer. The
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density profile is found by “unfolding” the emission profile of this line by iterating through possible

density profiles to find the one that matches the measured emission profile of the line, including

attenuation as the beam passes through the plasma and the lifetime of the atomic transition. [108]

Figure 21: Poloidal cross-section of JET displaying
the plasma facing component surfaces as well as
the various interferometer chords (‘lidX’ where ‘X’
is in the range 1-8). The measurement locations for
the Thomson scattering measurements are shown
as well by the blue line and the lithium beam mea-
surement locations are shown in red

The profiles are measured from a vertical line

of sight at R=3.252 m using 26 spectrometer

channels, but provide a better spatial resolution

than the Thomson scattering. The lithium beam

doesn’t measure temperature so to get the up-

stream density the Thomson temperature pro-

files have to be used to estimate rsep as described

in the previous section. The two diagnostics

have different spatial measurement points which

need to be mapped onto the same flux surfaces.

The problem is that this requires good resolu-

tion of EFIT reconstructions at the outer mid-

plane. Figure 22a shows that flux mapped den-

sities between the Thomson and lithium beams

don’t align at the pedestal density gradient. This

means that one would possibly need manual

alignment which would make this method dif-

ficult to calculate over all pulses at all times.

4.7.2.3 FIR Interferometry

The density variation for an interferometer line-

integrated measurement of density, along a line

of sight close to the separatrix was examined.

On JET, a 120 mW methanol laser (118.8µm)

passing through the plasma [107] experiences a

phase change as a function of optical path length

as ϕ = 2πOPL
λ

. The optical path length (OPL) is a function of the refractive index N over distance

s as OPL =
∫
s
Nds. Comparing to a vacuum path of the same length the optical path difference

∆ϕ = 2π
∫
s(1−N)ds

λ
. From the expression for the plasma frequency ωp = ( nce2

ϵ0me
)1/2 a cutoff density

exists where the plasma reflects the incident electromagnetic wave. With a phase velocity vp = c/N
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that has frequency vp = ω/k can be combined to get ck = Nω. The dispersion equation for an

electromagnetic wave with no magnetic field is ω2 = ω2
p + c2k2, so substituting in ck = Nω gives

N =

√
1− ω2

p

ω2 . This equation can be expanded for low
ω2
p

ω2 to N = 1− ω2
p

2ω2 which substitutes into the

phase difference as ∆ϕ = 2π
∫
s(1−(1−

ω2
p

2ω2 ))ds

λ
= π

∫
s(

ω2
p

ω2 )ds

λ
which due to plasma frequency changes leads

to equation 61 showing that the line integral density can be calculated from the phase shift in the

interferometer. [109]

∆ϕ = π

∫
s
n(s)ds

λnc (61)

This phase difference is observed because fringe changes in the interference pattern are observed at

multiples (Nf ) of 2πNf = ∆ϕ. However not detecting a change in the fringe pattern over time and

by a factor of 2π can lead to jumps in the line integrated density seen.

There are 8 chords on JET, 4 vertical and 4 horizontal to cover the plasma over core and edge

positions. The chords that are potentially useful are closer to the separatrix are lid4 and lid5. In

some of the discharges used in this thesis, lid4 appears to have a large fringe jump at a point where

density data is needed, so lid5 is taken as the most useful chord.

4.8 Consistency between density measurements

To get a more consistent measure of the upstream temperature, one of interferometer or density

measurements should be combined with the Thomson measurements. Thomson profiles are close

to the midplane in [R, Z] position as shown in figure 21 and have temperature and density profiles

which make it the most useful for estimating the upstream density alone. However, removing some

noise that occurs in the profile is possible by combining them with lithium beam or interferometer

measurements.

Combining the Thomson with lithium beam density relies very heavily on flux mapping both to the

midplane using the EFIT equilibrium reconstruction. The lithium beam density profile has a good

spatial resolution compared with the Thomson profile after being mapped to the outer midplane,

which would reduce uncertainties for the upstream density. However, the lithium beam is much

further from the midplane in [R, Z] as shown in figure 21 combined with uncertainty in the equilibrium

means that the Thomson and lithium density profiles don’t fully align, as shown in figure 22a. This

is a pre-requisite for aligning the rsep from the Thomson data. One possible solution in future work
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(a) A comparison of the lithium and Thomson profiles
mapped to the midplane using and equilibria.

(b) A scaling relation between the line inte-
grated density measurement (lid5) and the lo-
calised Thomson scattering density measurement
(at Te,sep = 100eV for H-mode and 60eV for L-
mode).

Figure 22

could be to try and align the density profiles with an offset, as the gradient in the pedestal appears

to match as shown in figure 22a.

We have found that combining the Thomson density measurement with the lid5 line integrated

density measurement is the best choice for providing a low noise nu measurement. To match to

line integrated interferometer measurements, the smoothed version of the upstream Thomson data

are plotted against the line integrated density from a single chord (lid5) in figure 22b. Figure 22b

shows an approximate linear dependence between the Thomson and lid5, which has been fitted so

that by inputting lid5 interferometer data, a less noisy upstream density value can be determined.

This produces a more stable upstream density measurement that is used in model comparison in this

thesis.

4.8.1 fz Determination

The final control parameter, impurity concentration, is much harder to estimate accurately than the

other 2 DLS control parameters. The impurity concentration definition is the ratio of all impurity

density to the electron density fz = nz

ne
. This section outlines possible ways to infer the divertor

impurity concentration in compared in section 4.12, as it is important to introduce specifics about
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the pulses for this comparison.

4.8.1.1 Nitrogen concentration proxy

In many of the discharges in this thesis, the primary impurity is expected to be nitrogen, as it is

seeded into the divertor. As this investigation started, a spectroscopic technique did not exist to

determine the nitrogen concentration, so an attempt to make a proxy that represents the nitrogen

concentration was investigated. Spectrometer chords with a view of the divertor can measure nitrogen

emission lines that will be a function of the concentration, and temperature.

A signal for NII (500nm) that has been summed over divertor spectrometer measurement chords was

investigated as a proxy for impurity concentration. This seemed to match with initial discharges,

but fails to be consistent on different pulses.

4.8.1.2 Nitrogen concentration

Henderson et al. [2018] introduces a technique to estimate the divertor nitrogen concentration that

works out an ion density of nitrogen from an atomic transition with negligible recombination as

well as the electron density from the ratio of different NII transitions over the line of sight of a

spectrometer chord.

There are two problems that limit the availability of this measurement. The first is the settings of the

spectrometer must be correctly defined to measure the required nitrogen emission lines. The next is

that the inter-ELM signal is required for the analysis, but the method of determining the path length

uses the inverted camera NII emissivity data from KL11. The original problems with determining

the inter-ELM front position from NII are re-introduced in this measurement. In discharge 89241

where all the spectrometer information is present and nitrogen is seeded, the concentration can be

estimated, but for most of the pulse the ELM frequency is high enough that the path length is only

determined intra-ELM at the start of detachment. This can still be used for a comparison where

good data is available.

4.8.1.3 Zeff measurement

Fusion plasmas will always have some impurity content, whether high Z from the wall, seeded impu-

rities or just helium from fusion products. To determine how these impurities contribute to radiation

loss, a factor representative of the total impurity content, Zeff is defined in equation 62. The de-
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nominator will have far lower contribution from impurities as the plasma is almost all Hydrogenic,

so ΣiniZi ∼ ne.

Zeff =
ΣiniZ

2
i

ΣiniZi

=
ΣiniZ

2
i

ne (62)

Zeff can either be determined by looking at the emission from spectral lines or Bremsstrahlung

spectrum. At high temperatures within the LCFS, Bremstralung emission is more dominant due

to electrons being slowed down by collisions with ions, which can be fitted to an emission model at

a given temperature. [111] The spectral line method requires more complete coverage of wavelength

ranges. The KS3 JET spectrometer covers many different spectral lines for horizontal and vertical

lines of sight to give line averaged Zeff measurements for each channel.

Since the Zeff measurement is of the core plasma and not the divertor and relies on several assump-

tions on which impurities impact Zeff , there is no clear relationship between Zeff and the impurity

concentration used in the DLS model. However as described later, we use Zeff as a consistency check

on what impurity relative change to impurity concentration is inferred. Core changes would show

how much impurities are affecting the discharge in total but are not necessarily a reliable proxy for

divertor changes.

4.8.2 Gas valve flux ratio

As nitrogen seeding has been used to feedback detachment control [112], it has to be related to impurity

concentration from the DLS model perspective. Equation 63 is taken from Henderson et al. [2019]

where it has been used as an alternative means of calculating the nitrogen concentration [113] [114]. The

seeding rate of deuterium in the divertor ΓD and nitrogen ΓN are simply the ratio of recorded gas

flow rates, which in the same units cancel in equation 63.

cn =
ΓN/7

ΓD + ΓN/7
(63)

With a fixed ΓD, as is the case among the analysed pulses the impurity concentration would just

depend on ΓN , however the question is if this is a good control parameter?

The basic model in equation 63 doesn’t account for impurity build up in the divertor. For example,

if the nitrogen gas flow is suddenly turned off then the divertor still contains a certain density
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of nitrogen. One alternative measure could be to calculate the cumulative seeding rate also using

equation 63, however this has the opposite problem of not having any loss terms in this concentration

estimate.

4.9 Ion flux Determination

The outer target ion flux is a key measurement of detachment as one of the measurements required

to drop significantly. Langmuir probes are used to make measurements of the current over a sweep

of the voltage bias applied to each probe. Langmuir probes can vary in shape, angle to field lines

and the application of voltages.

For a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities, the mean velocity of electrons < ve > can be

found after several standard integration steps before being multiplied by charge and number to get

the current je. Using quasi-neutrality arguments this gives the mean current shown in equation 64,

with the ion saturation current jsat, plasma and probe bias voltage and ion temperature Ti. For

bias voltages larger than the plasma potential Vp, ions are not attracted at all so je = jsat. This is

generally shown by plotting the current against the probe voltage on I-V curves [115], then determining

where current saturates at high negative bias such that only ions can be collected to find jsat.

je = jsatexp(
−e(Vp − Vb)

kbTi
)

(64)

Different assumptions can be added to alter equation 64 and the I-V curve, even the type of probe.

The detailed analysis is not discussed here as the basic principle and the output are what are needed

to discuss.

As stated on the JET data description, ion flux measurements are not made by fitting the I-V curve.

Measurements at large negative bias are used as an approximation. The measurements made at

higher electron temperature (> 50eV ) could underestimate the ion flux, but most detached pulses

used here will not exceed this temperature. An array of 36 probes between the inboard and outboard

side of the divertor are used to get a full coverage of the outer divertor target from which the total

integrated ion current is calculated.
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4.10 Data processing to enable the combination and comparison of sig-

nals

Data signals are processed by filtering out ELMs before a smoothing function is applied and finally

interpolated onto a time basis of one of the signals. The order of these processes are important to

not introduce artefacts to the data unnecessarily.

The aim of this filtering is to separate inter-ELM and intra-ELM measurements so that the inter-

ELM measurement can be used in the analysis. This filtering process must be done first to separate

the signal because otherwise the next steps of smoothing or interpolation will make it harder to filter,

with a much larger window required.

ELM filtering methods start by determining when and for what period the ELM occurs. For that

we utilise the outer divertor BeII (527nm) signal which is measured on 10 spectrometer chords as

part of the KS3 diagnostic. The signal does change inter-ELM but very obvious spikes are seen in

H-mode due to ELMs and a peak detector can find the time of each ELM relatively easily.

Inter-ELM measurements of some variables are constant, but others, like upstream density, keep

increasing until the next ELM crash. A standard method of ELM filtering is to look at the inter-

ELM period between 70% and 90% of the time between two ELMs. This removes a large amount of

useful data and effectively shifts the data to values found nearer the next ELM. The density never

settles at a constant value in H-mode, but an inter-ELM density increase follows repeated drops

in density intra-ELM. For signals that recover earlier after an ELM, lots of data is lost too. The

inter-ELM signal will also be dependent on the ELM frequency, even if the inter-ELM signal is not

supposed to be.

Filtering time points around the peak of the ELM within a fixed time window can preserve more

data and is not dependent on the ELM frequency. Excluded times are marked intra-ELM 3.5ms

before an ELM peak until 8.7ms after an ELM peak, which is long enough that all data is correctly

filtered and recovered. A much longer time is needed after the ELM peak to recover. Signals such

as the total divertor ion flux take longer to recover due to a drop below the inter-ELM value after

the peak as the ion flux returns to an equilibrium after the intra-ELM peak. L-mode pulses are not

filtered so all the data points are used.

Smoothing the inter-ELM data is required to make a model comparison for a few reasons. Signals

aren’t expected to be fully consistent as they are measured at different points in time and measure-

ments are taken at very different spatial points which changes to upstream quantities may take some
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small time to reach a new detached equilibrium to measure instantly depending on the measurement.

This and any noise due to the uncertainty will throw off a model comparison. Some signals will ac-

tually have a reason for applying more smoothing, such as the power from the NBI. As power is not

instantly absorbed into the plasma and the transport from the core is not instantaneous, the data

is smoothed over a time scale similar to the confinement time. The method of smoothing in most

cases is taken to be a gaussian smoothing kernel with a fall off width σt. For every data point yj up

to N data points with time tj, the smoothed point is calculated in equation 65. The smoothed value

ysmooth
j is effectively a weighted value of data close in time to each tj time point. This is adapted to

cope with irregularly separated time points and large numbers of data points N.

ysmooth
j = Σi=N

i=0 yiexp(
tj − ti
σt

)2

(65)

The smoothed time points are then interpolated onto a single time basis to make a model comparison.

If unsmoothed and erratic data was used then this would introduce an interpolation error at this

stage. The final stage is to split the data into relevant time groups but this will be explained

individually in the next section, since there are different reasons to in each pulse.

The bolometer signal that is used for the calculation of PSOL needed a larger than previously described

ELM filtering window. The signal supplied is already pre-processed as smoothed over by 10 data

points, which is very small on the time scale but not sufficiently well filtered to remove ELM emission.

To counteract this, a larger region of filtering is applied to the data.

4.11 Discharge introduction

Different discharges were selected in this thesis work to narrow down the dependence of control pa-

rameter changes that influence the detachment front position in the DLS model. No discharges were

explicitly run for the thesis objectives, instead various experiments that have control parameter vari-

ation were used in this analysis. Equation 37 shows that the total change in all 3 control parameters

is important for the change in detachment front location, so pulses are selected on the basis that

information is gained about at least one control parameter per pulse. This is a problem when not

enough information is provided for a pulse such as where impurity concentration is not known, it

would be impossible to perform a model comparison unless the data and model were a near perfect

match. For most discharges used, the impurity concentration is not known and even for discharges

with concentration measurements it not available for the entire pulse. The result is that simplified
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discharges were sought after, with regions that only 1 or 2 control parameters are seen to change at

a time.

Another constraint on this analysis is that relevant data must also be available, primarily the camera

must be set up with filters of Dγ and Dα to get the measurements. Faults can occur in certain

diagnostics, for example interferometer channels are occasionally offline. These constraints limit the

choice of pulses that can be selected.

The next sections go into detail about each individual pulse that was analysed, explaining how they

can specifically be made use of and qualitatively why. Quantitative analysis is done in the next

chapter.

4.11.1 JET pulse number 89241

This pulse is useful because it has measurements of the nitrogen concentration which are valid for

a short period of time. The pulse has been previously analysed intra-ELM and inter-ELM with

different method for tracking the detachment front by Field et al. [2017]. While the changes in

control variables are small, control parameters in the model are raised to exponents, so large changes

in detachment front position still need to be considered in this analysis.

The general pulse overview shown in figure 25 shows the discharge information including rollover of

the total ion flux at ∼ 50s (figure 25 (b)). The pulse enters H-mode at ∼ 48.5s at the same time

nitrogen is started to be seeded in the divertor with a linearly increasing ramp. Another benefit of

this pulse is that there is a slow ramp up in the level of detachment, as the detachment front moves

from the target to the X-point over the course of 2-3 seconds. This is a slower movement of the

detachment front position than other pulses analysed.

4.11.2 JET pulse number 94763

The L-mode pulse 94763 is particularly interesting as it is not seeded with nitrogen, has a time

section with constant PSOL and has a upstream density increase followed by decrease. As will be

discussed later, we can assume little to no variation in divertor impurity concentration. The ion flux

mirrors the density variation, but it rolls over earlier at 49s before a measurable movement of the

detachment front off of the target. Ion flux starts to increase again at ∼ 51.7s when the density

starts to decrease. Here it appears obvious that the main control parameter is the density changes

with a very small PSOL change after ∼ 51.7s.
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4.11.3 JET pulse number 89749

Pulse 89749 has significant PSOL variation compared to other pulses. The detachment front movement

appears at first to be dominated by changes in PSOL, particularly towards the end of the pulse. Large

increases and decreases in PSOL appear to correspond to detachment front movement, which makes

this pulse ideal for understanding the response of detachment front movement to changes in PSOL.

This pulse enters H-mode at 48.6s and is seeded with nitrogen at a constant rate, starting at 48.5s.

The information in figure 24 shows that the detachment front position is moves towards and away

from the X-point, mostly located closer to the X-point. The movement of the detachment front is

mirrored by the total ion flux which first rolls over at 49.2s then after 2 more periods of re-attachment

it rolls over at 50.5s and again between 51.2− 52s. PSOL changes seem to align with the detachment

front movement after 50s but not before.

4.11.4 JET pulse number 89751

This pulse is used to compare different potential measures of nitrogen concentration. Unfortunately

direct nitrogen concentration measurements are not available for this pulse but other proxies are

tested. The detachment front movement appears to change in response to nitrogen seeding rate

changes throughout this pulse.

The pulse enters H-mode at 48.5s at the same time as increases to the nitrogen seeding rate. The

ion flux rolls over for the first time at ∼ 49.7s then again at ∼ 50.5s and ∼ 51.5s due to periods of

re-attachment.
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4.11.5 Overview Plots

Figure 23: General plots for the pulse 94763

Figure 24: General plots for the pulse 89749
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Figure 25: General plots for the pulse 89241

Figure 26: General plots for the pulse 89751
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4.12 Investigating the detachment front location dependence on impu-

rity concentration

As impurity concentration changes are difficult to measure, some different approximations are dis-

cussed in this section based on the assumption that pulse 89751 is controlled by the impurity concen-

tration. As stated in section 4.11.4 and shown in figure 26, the PSOL and nu dependence are small

over the pulse and on their own would not explain the measured detachment front location changes.

The pulse is nitrogen seeded, so impurity concentration changes are likely to be dominated by ni-

trogen concentration changes. The aim of this section is to compare the detachment front position

qualitatively to some of the control parameter changes.

Figure 27: Impurity relevant plots for the pulse 89751

The technique for estimating the impurity concentration from the ratio of seeding rates described

in section 4.8.2 appears unsuitable for measuring the concentration. This is because changing the

seeding does appear to induce a response in the detachment front position. Even though the Nitrogen
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seeding seems to introduce changes when it is turned on and off, the total impurity concentration

would have to be a signal that at the same concentration value, the same detachment front position is

reproduced with no hysteresis. This is clearly not the case comparing figure 27(a) and 27(b). There

is no account for the total build-up of nitrogen ions in the divertor, but an alternative is shown in

figure 27 (d), where the cumulative nitrogen seeding rate is found from the start of the pulse. This

signal has the opposite problem that there is no inclusion of a decrease in nitrogen density in the

divertor, which is not realistic since impurities would be expected to not stay in the divertor volume

permanently. An ideal signal would have to model the loss of impurities, which is not simple to

include. The fact that the flux ratio does not respond like a control parameter does not mean it is

useless. Since there is a response of the detachment front, it can, of course, be used for feedback

control for this reason. More advanced models would be needed to find something closer to the

impurity concentration, for example, modelling impurity transport [46].

Zeff measurements from the horizontal and vertical chords appear to not respond to changes in

the seeding rate. Figure 27 (c) shows that changes in Zeff are consistent in shape and close in

magnitude for the horizontal and vertical chord measurements but they are not appropriate for using

as a divertor concentration proxy in the analysis in this thesis. If the penetration of impurities into

the core was fast enough and there was no impurity compression in the divertor then core impurity

concentration would likely change and Zeff would change. The Zeff is steadily increasing throughout

the pulse as does the detachment front location, but changes in Zeff are not appropriate to determine

the finer details of the detachment front position movement.

The other signal used as a nitrogen concentration proxy in Field et al. [2017] is the total NII emission

in the divertor. The assumption requires that the upstream density be constant, and this was justified

for pulse 89241. The variation in upstream density seems to be constant for this pulse as shown in

figure 26, and has a lower variation than in 89241 as shown in figure 25. However the signal in figure

27 (e) also does not respond to changes in the nitrogen seeding rate either.

The lack of concentration information from the above techniques means that the only possible sig-

nal to use is the spectroscopy derived nitrogen concentration from Henderson et al. [2019]. The

availability of this information is intermittent depending on the ELM frequency and spectrometer

settings, so the alternative is to base this analysis on portions of data that we can assume constant

nitrogen concentration and using this to infer impurity concentration based on the model and seeing

if the concentration change predicted is reasonable or expected. For the sections where impurity

concentration can be considered constant, the other two parameters can be analysed quantitatively.
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5 Detachment front Location control and sensitivity

In this chapter, the detachment front location measurements are confirmed to accurately measure the

state of detachment before comparing to the DLS model. To increase confidence in the normalised

position ẑ of the inferred Dγ

Dα
front edge, which is taken to be the detachment front position in this

study, a comparison is made to the total outer target ion current in section 5.1.

The effect of changes in nu and PSOL on the detachment front are evaluated individually in section

5.2.2. By assuming fz to be constant in 94763 where there is no impurity seeding, a measured

detachment location sensitivity to changes in nu and PSOL is found in section 5.3 in the form of

control parameter’s exponent. Both this adjusted and DLS model sensitivity can be applied to other

pulses to infer the changes in fz that would have to occur to match the measured sensitivity to

the control parameters, which is shown in section 5.4. The possibility that fz changes this way are

discussed considering nitrogen seeding rates used in the experiments and changes in Zeff .

5.1 The relationship between detachment front position and target ion

flux

To rely on the measured detachment front position for model comparison, testing against other

measures of detachment is an important check. The comparison of ẑ position based on the inferred

Dγ

Dα
front edge to the total outer target ion flux is made in this section. Ion flux measurements have

been used to determine the detachment onset and the drop in target current during detachment [52] [53].

We make a comparison of the target ion current to the Dγ

Dα
measurements to check where there is

agreement that drops in ion target current are correlated with moving the detachment front position

towards the X-point, and if rollover is consistent with moving the detachment front location off

the target. After an initial rise in target ion current during the attached, high-recycling phase, the

detachment threshold is passed and target ion current reaches a peak value and then decreases as a

‘roll-over’ in the transition to a detached regime, so the range of ion target current measurements

are only a valid measure of detachment after rollover. The detachment front position is only a valid

measurement when positioned away from the target but before reaching the X-point in the DLS

model.

The relationship between Dγ

Dα
front edge position and the total ion flux to the outer divertor shown

in figure 28 gives confidence that the Dγ

Dα
front edge position is following detachment progress. The

relationship shown in figure 28 appears to be approximately linear between Dγ

Dα
front edge position
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and the total ion flux to the outer divertor while the Dγ

Dα
front edge position is between the target

and X-point. All pulses appear to share both the approximately linear relationship with similar

correlation and have similar absolute value of the total outer divertor ion flux that the Dγ

Dα
front edge

position starts to move off the target. There is no clear reason why the loss of total ion current from

the outer divertor should be approximately linearly dependent on ẑ.

The DLS model assumes that changes to the detachment front position are controlled by 3 control

parameters, with target ion flux considered negligible in the DLS model at and after detachment.

However figure 28 implies that target ion flux would also respond to the 3 control parameters. The

pulses used in figure 28 include H-mode pulses (89241, 89749 and 89751) with significant differences

in nitrogen seeding rate, PSOL and nu; and an L-mode case (94763) with much lower PSOL and no

N2-seeding. The
Dγ

Dα
front edge position is predicted to be controlled by various combinations of all 3

DLS control parameters in the pulses shown in figure 28, which implies that target ion flux also has

a similar relationship. Detachment most likely driven by: nitrogen concentration changes in 89751,

by PSOL changes in 89749 and by nu changes in 94763, yet all show a similar relationship in figure

28. To include and explain the target ion flux in the context of the DLS model, the balance between

heat fluxes from upstream of the detachment front to radiation throughout the thermal front with

assumption of no heat flux left over at the target would have to be revised.

One potential connection between target ion flux and detachment front location can be made by

considering the changes in volume of the low-temperature detached region while assuming a constant

ionisation source. Thus as the detached region expands the volume of a recombining region could be

expanding and increasing loss of current at the target. We assume that the ionisation source in the

thermal front is, at most constant during the detachment movement. But that ion source could be

dropping due to fewer neutrals reaching there and/or reduced volume of ionisation.

The reader may have noticed that some of the measurements of ẑ shown in figure 28 are ‘below’

where the target is defined. The ‘target’ location is defined as when z is above the actual divertor

surface, which results in ẑ at the actual surface being below 0. Alignment of the camera inversion

data used to obtain the Dγ & Dα data are very noisy at the edge of the grid at the surface and

toroidal assumptions breakdown due to angled divertor tiles. The regions of negative ẑ occur during

the attached phases of the JET pulses and the time when rollover of total target ion current occurs

is prior to when there is measurable movement of the detachment front edge off of the target. The

DLS model has been modified in this thesis to not rely heavily on the front position and magnetic

field at the target zt and Bt but ẑ uses zt to compare detachment front positions in the DLS model
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Figure 28: Total ion flux correlation to the detachment front position

between different pulses.

5.2 Relationship between control parameters and detachment front lo-

cation

This section compares experimental measurements to the predictions of the DLS model. Comparisons

of the DLS prediction of ẑ with experiment are first made assuming that the impurity concentration

is constant throughout the time section analysed as nu and/or PSOL are varied for each section of

each pulse (section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2). The second step (section 5.3) is using parts of pulse 94763

where we are fairly confident that fz is not varying substantially to compare changes of nu to the

measured and DLS model detachment front location. Similarly a comparison can be made in pulse

89749 to compare changes of PSOL to the measured and DLS model predictions of the detachment

front location. The comparisons are made to highlight quantitative differences between the measured

and DLS detachment front location sensitivity.
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5.2.1 Choosing normalisation points for model comparisons

To make a prediction of the ẑ position from changes in nu and/or PSOL with the DLS model, at least

one time point for each pulse needs to be used to normalise all values to in the rest of the pulse.

Equation 36 has point (1) to be normalised at, but because

(
nuf

1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

can have up to 3 control

variables changing over a pulse, a set of PSOL, nu, fz and the detachment front position must be

defined at a chosen time (1) during the pulse. This is essential because any combinations of PSOL,

nu, fz leading to the same ‘combined’ control variable predicts the same detachment front position.

By leaving equation 36 generalised and choosing any particular time point as (1), predictions can

be made in a per-time region manner. The advantage of this is that if the model does not match

the data in any particular region then it is easier to pin down which control parameter caused the

discrepancy. Time regions are separated where the rate of change in control parameters or the

measured detachment front location change significantly. This allows detachment front movement to

be attributed to individual control parameters separately. The normalisation time point (1) is taken

at the start of each time section so that the difference between the DLS model and the data can be

seen as each time section progresses.

5.2.2 The DLS model sensitivity comparison

This section steps through some simple comparisons of the measured data to the DLS model predic-

tions, identifying that some of the measurements of the variations of ẑ with nu and PSOL seem to

be at odds with the DLS model predictions. The flux tube dependent parameters for making DLS

predictions are assumed constant over the sections of the pulse of interest are shown in table 1. ẑ

can be found by solving equation 36 based on changes in control parameters nu and PSOL assuming

no changes in fz. Time sections that are more likely to have negligible fz changes are highlighted

below. Based on the above assumptions for the flux tube characteristics for the various pulses (table

1) the DLS model predictions of ẑ are made and plotted (red lines) in figures 29 and 30. Note that ẑ

predictions are made based on only varying 1 single control parameter, either nu or PSOL, so the time

ranges that are shown to compare sensitivity changes must have low changes in the other control

parameter (PSOL or nu).

A general observation of these DLS predictions shown in figures 29 and 30 is the approximately

linear relationship between ẑ and either PSOL or nu. The reason for this is explained with equation

42 which for changes in PSOL, ẑ position changes are proportional to C − ẑ ∝ (PSOL)
5/2 (where C
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Pulse Bx Bt zx zt L
89749 2.42 2.36 6.84 1.37 31.1
89241 2.41 2.36 5.79 1.37 29.11
94763 2.75 2.69 4.81 1.37 26.47

Table 1: The key magnetic configuration parameters for model comparisons.

is a large value) or for changes in density C − ẑ ∝ 1

n
7/2
u

. The shape of the PSOL dependent parts are

linear under these assumptions, while ẑ << C = L+z×
2z×

the nu dependence is still curved, but over

the range 0 < ẑ < 1 the slope dẑ
dnu

does not change significantly.

The evidence for reducing detachment front location sensitivity for changes in nu (exponent for nu

in equation 36) is strongest when PSOL is kept constant during the first time section of 94763 (brown

trace). Figure 29 shows that over the entire pulse 94763 the nu dependence on the detachment front

location is close to a reversible process (no hysteresis) during the rise then fall of nu. The reversibility

of the detachment front movement is also evidence that the impurity concentration does not have a

large effect on the detachment front location in this pulse; one would not expect the concentration

to rise and fall in just the right way to return the detachment front to its starting position. In other

words neither the impurity concentration nor PSOL vary much during the period highlighted.

Figure 29: nu vs ẑ position of pulse 94763 for 2 time ranges highlighted in figure 23. The DLS model
prediction of ẑ from changes in nu (PSOL, fz constant) is plotted in red.

The detachment front position is less sensitive to changes in nu than the DLS model predicts, as
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shown in figure 29 because the DLS predictions slope (dẑ/dnu) of ẑ vs nu is much sharper in the DLS

model predictions than the measured detachment front position on nu. The small PSOL in the second

section (green section) is predicted to have a contribution to the ẑ changes, however a strong effect

on the measured ẑ is not seen in the small difference in the slope of figure 29 between the first and

second sections. The reduced detachment front location movement from changes in PSOL suggests

that the measured detachment sensitivity to PSOL may also be reduced compared to the DLS model

prediction.

Further evidence for reducing the sensitivity of the detachment front location to PSOL changes is

shown in figure 30 for pulse 89749 where there are large variations in PSOL. Other than the first time

period of the pulse, there is a correlation between PSOL and detachment front position. For most

time sections in the pulse, the value of dẑ/dPSOL is the same and lower than predicted by the DLS

model. As 89749 is seeded with nitrogen at a constant rate, it is possible that concentration that

the divertor nitrogen concentration, fz, rises fast during the first time period of 89749. As will be

shown in Section 5.3, lowering the exponents for both nu and PSOL (lowering the sensitivity of ẑ to

those variables) seems warranted from figures 29 and 30.

Figure 30: PSOL vs z position of pulse 89749 for 5 time ranges (colours corresponding to figure 24).
The DLS model prediction of ẑ from changes in PSOL (nu, fz constant) is plotted in red.
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5.3 Adjustments to the DLS model sensitivity to nu and PSOL

The evidence in section 5.2 shows in a qualitative way that for multiple pulses there are regions

in time which show that the DLS model sensitivity might need an adjustment. In the following,

adjustments are made to the sensitivity for different control variables and then model predictions are

re-compared to data. Note that as said before and discussed in section 6, there are good reasons to

suggest that the DLS model predictions are ’off’.

Figure 31: Zeff over time for 4 pulses.

Allowing the model exponents to vary is a clear way to change the sensitivity. The exponents in

equation 38 or 43 show the generalised partial derivative for either PSOL, nu or fz. The only way

to change this sensitivity throughout the entire X-point to target region is to change the exponent

from P
−5/7
SOL and nu to PXP

SOL and nXn
u .

To make an estimate of adjusted exponents for nu and PSOL, assumptions about the impurity concen-

tration must be made. There is not enough data from the measured nitrogen concentration available

for 89241 to get a good fit for all 3 exponents together. The nitrogen concentration measurement in

89241 appears constant in the time region it overlaps the detachment front position data, but after

normalisation, (fz)2
(fz)1

noise is significant, so this pulse cannot be used as a starting point.

Finding the DLS model exponents from the measured detachment front location in 94763 was thus

considered the best for determining the modified sensitivity, since it is likely to have a constant

impurity concentration. Following that are comparisons of the modified DLS sensitivity predictions

of fz for other pulses and reason whether that fz prediction is reasonable.
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Another indication of the impurity concentration during 94763 is approximately constant is that

the core plasma Zeff in L-mode is approximately constant, varying by of order 5% (see Figure 31).

Zeff is not a sufficient indicator of impurity concentration in the divertor since the two indicators of

impurity levels are not always related. However Zeff does increase more for the higher seeded pulses,

with barely any change for 94763.

94763 has been split into 2 sections to deal with the increasing and decreasing detachment front

position separately as well as the different role of control parameters in the two time periods; both

having significant (dominant) variations in nu. The first section has no change in PSOL and the second

section has a small PSOL change. We will treat the two time periods separately for an analytical

comparison and treat them together with a numerical comparison.

For only density changes in section 1 of 94763, it is enough to solve for the exponent analytically. By

rearranging equation 36 assuming PSOL and fz do not vary

(
f
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z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

f
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

= 1 results in equation 66 with

exponent for nu (Xn), having taken the logs of the equation. The exponent found is Xn = 0.35±0.03.
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]
(66)

In order to fit the data for both time periods, the exponent for PSOL (Xp) must also be changed. The

exponent can be fit using section 2 of 94763, since there is a small PSOL change not seen in the first

section. With Xn known from the first fit, Xp can be calculated from equation 67. The alternative to

fit both exponents simultaneously can’t be done in an analytic way, but solving for both exponents

can be done numerically using this equation. The exponent found is Xp = −0.27± 0.06. The result

is plotted in figure 32 for both time periods. The value of fz does not significantly change during the

two time periods as expected given the assumption that fz is constant.

The estimated uncertainty of our prediction for the exponents in each time section in 94763 can

be found analytically, however to capture more components of the uncertainty (such as variations

to the normalisation point (1)), the exponents were calculated for both the combined 94763 time

periods using a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo method. The uncertainty of the exponents is

propagated through later to (fz)2
(fz)1

from equation 68 where it is plotted in figures 32, 33, 34, 35, 36
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Figure 32: A comparison of predicted ẑ position calculated using different combinations of exponents
for the control parameters nu&PSOL to make predictions of ẑ. The prediction is made based on the
starting position and control parameter at the start of each coloured section to predict every position
in that section. The experimental ẑ position is also plotted for comparison. Note that fi is held
constant in the ẑ prediction.

and 37.
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(67)

Using equation 68, the relative impurity concentration change can be inferred to compare cases of the

original DLS model control parameter exponents and the case where model exponents are derived

from the JET experimental data. Figure 33 shows how the impurity concentration change in 94763

is enforced to not change throughout the pulse with the measured exponents. Without changing

the exponents, there would need to be a significant (20%) drop in the first section and then, in

the second section, an increase in fz similar to the drop in the 1st section. In terms of magnitude,
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Figure 33: The predicted impurity concentration calculated using equation 68. The prediction is
made based on the starting position and control parameter at a single time at 50.0s

this could be believable, since the impurity concentration would be low in this pulse, a relative

change of 80% is not unreasonable. However the change in shape is what seems less likely, as it

would have to be a reversible change to impurity concentration for the original exponents to match.

Figure 33 shows that decreasing the exponent Xn has the effect of flattening the change in impurity

concentration for section 1. To keep the impurity concentration constant in section 2 an increase in

impurity concentration to match the model with the original PSOL exponent Xp = −5/7 is required.

There was no suitable pulse found to isolate the effect of Xp without also changing the impurity

concentration or density. However, the evidence when applying this new exponent to 89749 where

PSOL appears dominant for at least a few parts of the pulse will be considered later. After making

the change to Xp the constant impurity concentration has been enforced over the entire pulse 94763.
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Another way of looking at the effect of exponent changes it to calculate the model prediction of the

ẑ position under different cases of exponent choices, assuming again that the impurity concentration

is constant. Figure 32 shows that the original exponents for nu would have predicted a much larger

change in z position but simply Xn fits the data much better. The case in figure 32 changing the

nu exponent but without changing the PSOL exponent predicts a much more attached divertor than

observed.

Figure 34: The predicted impurity concentration calculated using equation 68. The prediction is
made based on the starting position and control parameter at a single time at 50.0s

5.4 Comparing the impact of adjusted sensitivities on inferred impurity

concentration changes for H-mode pulses

Comparing the original and newly calculated exponents on other pulses than 94763 allows impurity

concentration changes to be calculated to see if the new exponents make sense. Assuming the

exponents derived from 94763 (L-mode), they are applied to the two H-mode cases. In pulses 89241

and 89749, the impurity concentration should not be considered constant throughout, so repeating

the exact analysis utilised in pulse 94763 (constant fz), is not possible.

The data from pulse 89749 is consistent with the value of the exponent for PSOL derived from 94763
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data based on the predicted changes in fz during the pulse. The experimentally determined Xn and

Xp are applied to 89749 as shown in figure 34 and 35 to compare the original and new predictions of

fz.

During the first 2 highlighted sections of figure 35 (brown and green), any combination of exponent

values imply that the assumption of a constant fz is incorrect; it needs to increase in those two time

periods. The prediction of ẑ is closer to experiment in the blue section. In the last two sections

(purple and black) it appears that under the assumption of constant fz during those time periods,

assuming the exponents inferred from pulse 94763, leads to a good match to the measured ẑ. The

response of detachment front location movement is clearly dominated by changes in PSOL, since

changes to the density exponent barely changes the prediction.

The assessment of exponent changes in figure 35 is more clear in figure 34 where the inferred fz

variation in time for the entire pulse is plotted. Figure 24 shows that the seeding rate is constant for

this pulse and begins at 48.5s. It is likely that at the start of the pulse, larger changes in impurity

concentration are made before levelling out at around 50.5s. Once an equilibrium is found between

the seeding rate and losses of impurities to either the core or walls, then a flattening of impurity

concentration should be seen in the pulse. This is seen with the newly derived exponents in figure 34,

which supports the case for the alterations to Xn and Xp (mostly Xp). By using the XP for section 5

of 89749, the impurity concentration inferred is low, which was expected. Finding constant impurity

concentration later in the pulse is supported by low Zeff changes shown in figure 31 and the constant

nitrogen seeding rate could mean an equilibrium of nitrogen in the divertor was reached.

Another argument for the validity of the exponents derived from pulse 94763 is that with the original

DLS model exponents, fz increases sharply in the green section, drops in the blue section and then

sharply increases again during the purple-marked periods of the pulse. This seems unlikely given

the steady impurity seeding. In contrast, for the case of applying the exponents derived from pulse

94769 to 89749, the impurity concentration increases smoothly.

Consistency between the XP in 94763 and 89749 link together L-mode and H-mode cases. When

considered inter-ELM, changes in the DLS model have no significant assumptions that would separate

the L-mode and H-mode cases. Values that are different between L-mode and H-mode cases such as

λq are cancelled in the derivation of the DLS model so only relative changes in control parameters

are important.

In pulse 89749 between ∼ 51.3−52.0s the divertor re-attaches in the middle of the pulse and a change

in impurity concentration is inferred during the re-attached period. There is no z position prediction
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Figure 35: A comparison of predicted ẑ position calculated using different combinations of exponents
for the control parameters nu&PSOL to make predictions of ẑ. The prediction is made based on the
starting position and control parameter at the start of each coloured section to predict every position
in that section. The experimental ẑ position is also plotted for comparison. Note that fi is held
constant in the ẑ prediction.

while attached, since ẑ would be 0, but figure 34 shows that the model predicts there would have to

be an increase in fz between the beginning and end of the attached period given that PSOL increases

and the ratio f 0.5
z /P 0.27

SOL should be the same for the detachment threshold. It is also possible that

nitrogen has stuck to the divertor tiles and is released in this section when target particle flux is

increased, or that the nitrogen is better confined in the divertor while attached.

Applying the above analysis process to 89241 also implies that the impurity concentration rises

during the earlier part of the pulse; see figure 25 to see that the fz measurement supports that. This

is particularly expected as pulse 89241 includes a linear increase in impurity seeding throughout the

pulse.

The first detached section (after 50.5s) of 89241 has measurements of impurity concentration [113],

which within the large error produced by the normalisation, and for all variations of exponents,

matches the shallow increase in impurity concentration predicted as shown in figure 36. The drop

in measured nitrogen concentration at ∼ 51.75s may be due to intra-ELM effects or the effect of

detachment where the signal decreases, but if it is not a signal reduction then the exponent for the

impurity concentration may also be too small. Unfortunately there is not enough fz data overlap
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Figure 36: The predicted impurity concentration calculated using equation 68. The prediction is
made based on the starting position and control parameter at a single time at 50.0s

with the detached portion of this pulse to confirm the dependence of the change in measured nitrogen

concentration for the detachment front location movement in this pulse and thus the exponent for

fz. In addition, given the noise on the fz experiment it cannot commented on whether the derived

Xp and Xn lead to more believable fz changes as found for pulse 89749.

In pulse 89751, the z position doesn’t appear to correlate well to PSOL or nu although these control

parameters do change in the pulse. One explanation is that the inferred impurity concentration

changes are dominant, as supported by nitrogen seeding rate changes and the Kallenbach model [114]

prediction of the fz change (see figure 27(b)). The inferred impurity concentration aligns with the

drops in the nitrogen seeding rate, although there may be a time delay between the gas valve seeding

and nitrogen reaching the detachment front.
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Figure 37: The predicted impurity concentration calculated using equation 68. The prediction is
made based on the starting position and control parameter at a single time at 50.75s
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6 Discussion

In this section, the impact of the changes in sensitivity strength (control variable exponents) in the

DLS model and possible reasons for a reduction in sensitivity strength are discussed. The effect of

lowering the detachment front sensitivity to PSOL and nu on scaling to an ITER-like scenario to

predict the onset of detachment and detachment sensitivity are discussed. Possible reasons for the

observed changes in sensitivity relative to the DLS model are discussed.

6.1 Impact of adjusted DLS sensitivity on scaling of detachment onset

in ITER

The required impurity concentration for detachment is important to estimate, since it would be hard

to detach the divertor if it is such a high percentage that affects core radiation and confinement. It

is possible to use the DLS model to investigate the impact of scaling the required impurity concen-

tration for detachment onset in ITER-like scenarios and what the impact of altering the sensitivity

of detachment to changes in PSOL and nu. The application of the original exponents and proposed

adjusted exponents to basic scenarios that could be used on ITER can be used to estimate how dif-

ficult it might be to move the detachment front to reach a desired detachment front location. Since

the analysis in this thesis has not been able to analyse whether the fz exponent might be changed it

is left as the DLS model value.

In the DLS model, detachment onset can’t be predicted from equations after normalisation, but before

normalisation there exists a mixture of constants and variables in U1 = [2πRλqBpol/B×]
5/7

[
7

2κ1

]2/7√
2κ1√∫ Th

Tc
Q(T )T 1/2dT used in equation 35. Some parameters may be considered constant between

the JET pulses investigated in this thesis and potential ITER scenarios, such as Bpol/B×, κ1,∫ Th

Tc
Q(T )T 1/2dT assuming nitrogen is a seeded impurity, z×/L and the fraction of PSOL to the outer

divertor. Appendix section D derives the impurity concentration required for detachment onset in

ITER which is shown here in equation 69.

fz,ITER = fz,JET

( nu,JET

P
5/7
SOL,JET

[RJETλq,JET ]
5/7 Bt,ITER

B×,ITER
L
2/7
JET

nu,ITER

P
5/7
SOL,ITER

[RITERλq,ITER]5/7
Bt,JET

B×,JET
L
2/7
ITER

)2

(69)

Using the values in table 2 and equation 105 and assuming that Bt

B×
∼ 1, the impurity concentration

required for detachment in ITER is predicted to be ∼ 45% without changing the DLS sensitivity
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exponents. Changing the upstream density between 3 − 5 × 1019m−3 can change this value to

∼ 80% − 30% respectively because of the high DLS exponent. Lowering PSOL from 100MW to

70MW would decrease the onset required impurity concentration to ∼ 27%. Overall the original

model exponents predict high impurity concentrations that are strongly dependent on how ITER

operates. Using the adjusted model exponents and the values in table 2, the impurity concentration

required for detachment in ITER is predicted to be ∼ 6%. Lowering PSOL from 100MW to 70MW

only changes the fz,ITER estimate to ∼ 5% and changing the upstream density between between

3− 5× 1019m−3 only changes the fz,ITER estimate to ∼ 7%− 5% respectively because the reduced

exponents lead to lowered sensitivity of ẑ on control variable changes. In all cases the predicted

impurity concentrations in ITER are predicted to be significant.

Device R (m) λq (mm) Lpara (m) L (m) PSOL (MW) nu (×1019m−3) fz
JET (89241) 3.84 1.8 26 29.11 4.56 2.4 0.035
ITER 8.2 [65;26] 1 [26] 70 [116] 78* 100 [65] 5 [24] -

Table 2: The values used to find the impurity concentration required for the onset of detachment
using the DLS model. * L on ITER has been estimated by scaling the parallel connection length
Lpara on ITER as ∼ 70m [116] using the ratio of parallel connection length on JET (26m) to the
connection length L for JET in this table.

6.2 Scaling of detachment location sensitivity and windows to ITER

scenarios including adjustments to control sensitivity

The DLS model predicts detachment is easier to control on ITER than JET (at PSOL = 5MW), and

even easier to control with reduced sensitivity from adjusted parameters.

The window of detachment can be estimated using equation 70 (derived from equation 99 in the

appendix), the relative change in control parameters scales the same on JET and ITER assuming

B×/Bt ∼ 1 and z×/L ∼ 0.2 are similar on JET and ITER. The total relative change to all 3 control

parameter contributions with their respective exponents (“lumped” control parameter) is predicted

to increase by ∼ 12% to move the detachment front from the target to the X-point.

Control parameter detachment windows are broken down in table 3 to show the relative and estimated

absolute change in one control variable while the others are considered constant. Lowering the model

exponents for PSOL and nu increases the window of detachment for PSOL and nu, which predicts that

PSOL and nu can be varied more without excessively moving the detachment front location. A H-L

transition might not change the separatrix density as much as core densities [117], but PSOL will change

because changes in the stored energy in the core plasma. Even in the case of lowered exponents and
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the initial detachment front location at the X-point it is likely that the divertor will reattach. The

ITER detachment window for fz is uncertain because the detachment onset has a large range that

onset fz values could be, as predicted in section 6.1.

(
nuf

1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
×(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
t

=

[
1−z×/L

2

]−2/7

[
1+z×/L

2

]−2/7
(70)

Set of (PSOL)t
(PSOL)×

(nu)×
(nu)t

(fz)×
(fz)t

(PSOL)t − (PSOL)× (nu)× − (nu)t (fz)× − (fz)t
exponents (MW) (×1019m−3)
used JET ITER JET ITER JET ITER
DLS model 1.18 1.12 1.25 0.34 7.4 0.29 0.61 0.01 0.077
Adjusted 1.53 1.39 - 0.79 17.3 0.93 1.95 - 0.012

Table 3: The predicted relative detachment window for changing each of the three DLS control
variables PSOL, nu and fz using the original DLS model exponents (-5/7, 1. and 1./2. respectively)
compared to the adjusted model exponents (-0.27, 0.35 for PSOL, nu respectively). The relative
values are converted to a range given a target. To show the absolute windows for JET and ITER
the estimated starting PSOL and nu values used are: (nu)t,JET = 2.4 × 1019, (nu)t,ITER = 4 × 1019,
(PSOL)×,JET = 4.56MW and (PSOL)×,ITER = 100MW (2.28MW and 50MW to the outer target
for JET and ITER respectively). Note that PSOL absolute windows are multiplied by a factor of
1/2 to the outer target. In pulse 89241 (fz)t,JET = 0.035 , which scaled the detachment onset to
(fz)t,ITER = 0.18 − 0.29 and (fz)t,ITER = 0.041 − 0.049 for DLS model exponents and adjusted
exponents respectively.

Overall, the DLS model predictions show that a higher absolute control parameter value of at the

onset of detachment, which requires larger absolute changes to a control parameter to move the

detachment front position a fixed distance. This also means that a larger change to impurity con-

centration will also be needed to move the detachment front after detachment onset; thus it is both

harder to reach detachment and move the detachment front on ITER. This does predict it will be

easier to control the detachment front position once the ideal position of the detachment front has

been reached, since small movements in the control parameters will have less of an effect on the

detachment front position. The changes to the exponents explored in this thesis would suggest that

the sensitivity to control parameters are reduced, which introducing these to the sensitivity scaling

to ITER means that moving the detachment front position would become even harder than if scaled

using the DLS model exponents. The reduction in sensitivity would mean that for the same relative

change in control parameter, the detachment front position would move a shorter distance. This

would mean the detachment front location would be easier to control but again much harder to
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move.

6.3 Possible reasons for higher detachment sensitivity in the DLS model

The DLS model is a simplified model that includes a number of assumptions that may cause the

detachment front location sensitivity to changes in nu and PSOL to be higher than measured. This

section will discuss which features of the DLS model and the data could introduce a disagreement that

measures lower sensitivity. Missing particle or energy sources and sinks, missing control parameters,

control parameter scaling assumptions or a mismatch between measured and predicted front positions

are some topics discussed in the context of detachment front location sensitivity the following sections.

6.3.1 Physics not included in the DLS model

In the DLS model there are no inclusions of any energy sinks apart from impurity radiation and

no inclusions of any energy sources apart from across the separatrix into the SOL (from PSOL),

but adding these terms would have an unknown effect on the DLS sensitivity. The energy balance

between the sources and sinks included in the DLS model requires an assumption that the impurity

concentration is constant over the thermal front and no energy changes exist between the thermal

front and the target. The constant impurity concentration (and magnetic field strength) is assumed

given that the thermal front is small compared to the total length of the divertor, which for JET

could be a problem because of the short length of the outer leg. These possibilities are difficult to

be evaluated experimentally, but by including terms in full models of the SOL, e.g. through use of

SOLPS, the reason for sensitivity difference could be unravelled.

One other DLS model requirement is that the q|| profile would need to satisfy the approximation

that T
7/2
u >> T

7/2
h where Th is at the entrance to the thermal front. It is not known whether this is

satisfied in JET. The result is that Tu is likely overestimated as a function of the detachment front

location in the DLS model. This overestimation of Tu in the model could be one factor as to why

control parameters are not moving the detachment front as much as predicted.

The effects of cross-field transport have not been considered in the DLS model. Relative changes to

the detachment front location may be affected by this additional loss along flux tubes and produce

a different power balance.
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6.3.2 The role of assumptions of Control parameters on detachment front sensitivity

To use PSOL measurements in DLS model calculations, the fraction flowing to inner and outer

divertors is assumed constant. This assumption allows the total estimated PSOL to be used because

a fixed fraction of total PSOL to the outer divertor would cancel out when considering the relative

change

(
P

−5/7
SOL

)
2

/

(
P

−5/7
SOL

)
1

. Without a fixed fraction of PSOL to the outer divertor, the sensitivity

of the DLS model could be affected. However, this might not be consistent with reduced DLS model

sensitivity. Kirnev et al. [2005] show that the PSOL to the outer target is a function of the magnitude

of PSOL, which, if PSOL dropped in the DLS model, then a larger movement of the detachment front

would be predicted. In a scenario in which PSOL drops, the detachment front moves towards the

X-point, but if the fraction of power to the outer divertor also drops, then the drop would move the

detachment front more than DLS model predictions show for PSOL in this thesis and not less. This

would correspond to a higher sensitivity rather than the measured lower sensitivity for PSOL.

In the DLS model, the parallel electron thermal conductivity κ, excluding the T 5/2 dependence, is

considered a constant over the thermal front but could change throughout pulses as it is predicted

to have a relationship with fz. If κ1 was considered a control parameter in the DLS model it would

be included in equation 36 as
nuκ

3/14
1

√
fz

P
5/7
SOL

. Goldston et al. [2017] uses a correction to factor to account

for a relationship between κ1 and fz. The scaling in Goldston et al. [2017] for κ1 and fz with

nitrogen as a dominant impurity would reduce the control parameter contributions from changing

κ
3/14
1

√
fz together and reduce the overall detachment location sensitivity to κ

3/14
1

√
fz. From the

investigation in this thesis, the relationship of sensitivity of the detachment front to changes in fz

could not be evaluated. If future investigations find the detachment front is too sensitive to impurity

concentration, then a relationship should be investigated for the DLS model.

6.3.3 The role of detachment front position assumptions

The Dγ

Dα
front edge position is not explicitly linked to the position of the hot end of the detachment

front in the DLS model. This raises some uncertainty as to whether the DLS model, for a thermal

front that is long [(zh − zc) not << z×], is the DLS model a better predictor of z×, zh or somewhere

in between? This could lead to problems when the sensitivity strength. The DLS model detachment

front position is found by balancing the energy crossing the SOL PSOL, with impurity radiation below

the detachment front position in the thermal front. This would not be balanced at the position of

Dγ

Dα
front edge on the outer leg (1-2.5eV), as impurity radiation would be higher up the outer leg

towards the X-point. However, the effect of a lowering the amount of impurity radiation below the
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detachment front position can be considered by altering the energy balance to have only a fixed

fraction Aq of the upstream heat flux dissipated below the detachment front position rather than

all of it (Aq = 1). The constant fraction Aq would cancel through normalisation, and therefore

DLS model sensitivity would not change as shown in equation 71 and therefore same exponents of

sensitivity would be recovered (as in equation 36) regardless of the fraction Aq.

AqS0(L− z×) =

Unu

√
fz
B×

Bh

[
S0(L− z×)

[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7
(71)

6.4 Future DLS model studies

There is not a large enough ratio of the total magnetic field at the X-point to that at the target

( B×
Btar

) [1;91] on JET to significantly test whether the role of total flux expansion is properly predicted.

Large total flux expansion is predicted to lower the detachment threshold in nu,detach ∝ B×
Btar

and

similarly increase the detachment window. However, the total flux expansion for the JET outer

divertor is quite small ( B×
Btar

∼ 1.08). Comparison to experimental cases with large total flux expansion

(e.g. MAST-U) is a key next step.

In this thesis, assumptions about fz being constant are used, but only for the L-mode pulse studied,

which is not enough to confirm the sensitivity of the detachment front to fz changes is consistent

with the DLS model. A study measuring fz increasing and decreasing while holding PSOL and nu

constant (or using the adjusted PSOL and nu sensitivities), would need to move the detachment front

towards the X-point and back to the target and would thus be a suitable test for the DLS model.
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7 Conclusion

In this thesis a comparison has been carried out of the predictions by the DLS model of detachment

front location movement to JET detached plasmas in three discharges. In general the model and ex-

periment qualitatively agree; the DLS model predicts that detachment front location is more sensitive

to control variables than experimental measurements indicate. Thus, the DLS model is a conser-

vative estimate of detachment location sensitivity to the control variables nu, PSOL. Quantitative

differences could certainly be due to the simplicity of the model.

Under the ansatz that the shortcomings in the model lead to exponents that are too large, a selected

portion of a discharge where it is believed only the upstream density (nu) control variable is signif-

icantly changing and found that if the nu model exponent was reduced by a factor of ∼ 2.5, the

match between DLS model and experiment was much better. A similarly reduced model exponent

for PSOL was obtained for a period of the same L-mode discharge where both nu & PSOL were varied.

When the same ‘empirical’ exponents were applied to H-mode discharges where it is expected that

the impurity fraction control variable, fz, was changing due to N2-seeding, the predicted fz variation

was consistent with variations in PSOL and core Zeff .

Scaling the JET DLS model to parameter space to ITER shows that ITER higher impurity con-

centrations may be required to onset detachment. Detached sensitivity is predicted to be lower in

ITER, as larger changes in impurity concentration are required to move the detachment front. With-

out ‘empirical’ exponents, the DLS model predicts 18-29% onset impurity concentrations, but with

‘empirical’ exponents, this is reduced to 4.1-4.9%. Without ‘empirical’ exponents, the DLS model

predicts a 12% impurity concentration change for the detachment window, but with ‘empirical’ ex-

ponents, this is reduced to a 1.5% change. The detachment window is predicted to be larger than

JET with either of these scalings.

This research required the development of a measure of the detachment front location using toroidal

camera images filtered for Dγ and Dα along with image inversion techniques. We argue that the

leading edge (towards the x-point) of the ratio, Dγ

Dα
, is indicative of the transition from the Balmer

lines dominated by recombination to excitation; that location in the 2D divertor poloidal plane is

thus a measure of the detachment front location distance from the outer target along a field line

length which, for comparison to the DLS model, is normalised to create the variable ẑ. ẑ was found

to be inversely proportional to the total outer divertor target ion current, displaying a relationship

that was not predicted and may provide further information on detachment. For example, the target

ion current could be related to the same control variables as the detachment location. The strength
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of this relationship was not expected given the many nonlinear divertor processes that could have

affected it.

The JET flux surfaces of the outer divertor have small variations in major radius over their length,

leading to essentially no total flux expansion between x-point and target, B×
Btar

. Unfortunately, no tests

could be made of the potentially strong effect of total flux expansion predicted by the DLS model;

such a comparison is a key next step. Further studies should also ideally include measurements of

the divertor impurity fraction as well as additional measures of detachment location.
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Appendices

A The Derivation of Tu in the DLS model

This section contains the maths to simplify the upstream temperature in the DLS model from an

integral form in equation 31 to analytical form in equation 32. Starting from equation 31 and

inputting B = Bt + (B× −Bt)
z′

z×
with gradient dBh

dz
= (B×−Bt)

z×
where

Tu ∼

[
7S0

2κ1

[
(L− z×)

∫ z×

zh

B2

B2
×
dz′ +

∫ L

z×

B2

B2
×
(L− z′)dz′

]]2/7

=

[
7S0

2κ1

[
(L− z×)

∫ z×

zh

B2

B2
×
dz′ +

∫ L

z×

(L− z′)dz′
]]2/7

(72)

The total magnetic field squared is used throughout this derivation. The dependence on z position

is highlighted in equation 73, where X = B2
t , Y = 2BtB× − 2BtBt and Z = −(B2

× − 2B×Bt + B2
t )

are substituted to simplify other steps.

B2 =

(
Bt + (B× −Bt)

z′

z×

)
= B2

t + 2Bt(B× −Bt)
z′

z×
− (B× −Bt)

2

(
z′

z×

)2

= B2
t + (2BtB× − 2BtBt)

z′

z×
− (B2

× − 2B×Bt +B2
t )

(
z′

z×

)2

= X + Y
z′

z×
+ Z

(
z′

z×

)2

(73)

The integral of B2 is used in both parts of the integral in equation 72, so is written as V in equation

74.
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V =

∫
B2dz′ =

∫
(X + Y

z′

z×
+ Z

(
z′

z×

)2

)dz′

= (Xz′ +
Y

2

z′2

z×
+ Z

z′3

3

(
1

z×

)2

) + C

= z′(X +
Y

2

z′

z×
+

1

3
Z

(
z′

z×

)2

) + C

= z′(X +
Y

2

z′

z×
+

1

3

(
B2 −X − Y

z′

z×

)
) + C

= z′(
2X

3
+
Y

6

z′

z×
+
B2

3
) + C

=
z′

3
(2X +

Y

2

z′

z×
+B2) + C

= z′(
2X

3
+
Y

6

z′

z×
+
B2

3
) + C

=
z′

3
(2X +

Y

2

(B −Bt)

(B× −Bt)
+B2) + C

(74)

The integral V is substituted where appropriate in equation 72 to get equation 75.

Tu ∼

[
7S0

2κ1

[
(L− z×)

B2
×

[V ]z×zh + L[z′]Lz× − [
z′2

2
]Lz×

]]2/7

Tu ∼

[
7S0

2κ1

[
(L− z×)

B2
×

[V ]z×zh + L(L− z×)−
(L2 − z2×)

2

]]2/7

Tu ∼

[
7S0

2κ1

[
(L− z×)

B2
×

[V ]z×zh + L(L− z×)−
(L− z×)(L+ z×)

2

]]2/7

Tu ∼

[
7S0(L− z×)

2κ1

[
1

B2
×
[V ]z×zh + L− (L+ z×)

2

]]2/7

Tu ∼

[
7S0(L− z×)

2κ1

[
1

B2
×
[V ]z×zh +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7

(75)

There are many steps which rearrange the equation in V. The z′/3 is first factored out to begin this
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process defining V = z′W/3 in equation 76.

[V ]z×zh =
1

3
[z×W |z× − zhW |zh ]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(z× − zh)
[z×W |z× − zhW |zh ]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

z×

1

(1− zh
z×
)
[z×W |z× − zhW |zh ]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(1− zh
z×
)
[W |z× − zh

z×
W |zh ]

(76)

To further rearrange V, lots of z dependent terms are moved to become B dependent using the

analytic definitions of B. One relationship that is used often in the many steps in equation 77 is

zh
z×

= (Bh−Bt)
(B×−Bt)

and 1
(1− zh

z×
)
= (B×−Bt)

(B×−Bh)
. Overall the steps in equation 77 are a rearrangement to follow

the DLS model derivation in Lipschultz et al. [2016].
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V =
(z× − zh)

3

(B× −Bt)

(B× −Bh)
[W |z× − (Bh −Bt)

(B× −Bt)
W |zh ]

=
(z× − zh)

3

(B× −Bt)
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Y
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Y

2
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Y

2
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2
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2
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h)]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(B× −Bh)
[2B2

tB× − 2B3
t +BtB

2
× −B2

tB× −B2
tB× +B3

t

B3
× −B2

×Bt − 2B2
t (Bh −Bt)− (BtB× −B2

t )
(Bh −Bt)

2

(B× −Bt)
− (Bh −Bt)B

2
h]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(B× −Bh)
[−B3

t+

B3
× − 2B2

tBh + 2B3
t − (BtB× −B2

t )
(Bh −Bt)

2

(B× −Bt)
− (Bh −Bt)B

2
h]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(B× −Bh)
[B3

× − 2B2
tBh +B3

t −Bt(B× −Bt)
(Bh −Bt)

2

(B× −Bt)
− (Bh −Bt)B

2
h]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(B× −Bh)
[B3

× − 2B2
tBh +B3

t −Bt(Bh −Bt)
2 − (Bh −Bt)B

2
h]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(B× −Bh)
[B3

× − 2B2
tBh +B3

t −BtB
2
h + 2B2

tBh −B3
t −B3

h +BtB
2
h]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(B× −Bh)
[B3

× −B3
h]

=
(z× − zh)

3

1

(B× −Bh)
[(B× −Bh)(B

2
× +B×Bh +B2

h)]

=
(z× − zh)

3
[B2

× +B×Bh +B2
h]

(77)

The final form of equation 77 is substituted back into equation 75 to match the formula in Lipschultz

et al. [2016] which is shown in equation 78.

Tu ∼

[
7S0(L− z×)

2κ1

[
1

B2
×

(z× − zh)

3
[B2

× +B×Bh +B2
h] +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7

Tu ∼

[
7S0(L− z×)

2κ1

[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]2/7
(78)
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B Derive the partial derivative of the front position to a

single control parameter

Starting from the generalised form of equation 35 for 1 control variable, where A includes the constant

U and other constants introduced when PSOL is substituted in. The log part of the fraction is also

simplified to I.

CXc = A

{
Bh

B×

[
(z× − zh)

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+
(L− z×)

2

]−2/7}
= A

Bh

B×
I−2/7 (79)

Differentiate both sides wrt z.using ∂I−2/7

∂zh
= 2

7
I2/7

I
∂I
∂zh

Xc
CXc

C

∂C

∂zh
= A

Bh

B×
I−2/7

Xc
A

B×

BhI
−2/7

C

∂C

∂zh
=

A

B×

∂(BhI
−2/7)

∂zh

Xc
BhI

−2/7

C

∂C

∂zh
=
∂(BhI

−2/7)

∂zh

Xc
BhI

−2/7

C

∂C

∂zh
= Bh

∂I−2/7

∂zh
+ I−2/7∂Bh

∂zh

Xc
BhI

−2/7

C

∂C

∂zh
= Bh

2

7

I−2/7

I

∂I

∂zh
+ I−2/7∂Bh

∂zh

Xc
Bh

C

∂C

∂zh
=

2

7

Bh

I

∂I

∂zh
+
∂Bh

∂zh

(80)

Using the approximation for magnetic field as

Bh = Bt + (B× −Bt)
z

z×
(81)

The derivative is:
∂Bh

∂zh
=

(B× −Bt)

z×
(82)

It will also be helpful to rearrange equation 81 rearranged for zh

zh = z×
(Bh −Bt)

(B× −Bt)
(83)
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First finding ∂I
∂zh

∂I

∂zh
= −1

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+
(z× − zh)

3

∂Bh

∂zh

(
1

B×
+

2Bh

B2
×

)
(84)

Next substituting 83 and 82 into 84

∂I

∂zh
= −1

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+

(
z× − z×

(Bh−Bt)
(B×−Bt)

)
3

(B× −Bt)

z×

(
1

B×
+

2Bh

B2
×

)

∂I

∂zh
= −1

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+

(
(B× −Bt)− (Bh −Bt)

)
3

(
1

B×
+

2Bh

B2
×

)
∂I

∂zh
= −1

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+
1

3

(
1 +

2Bh

B×
− Bh

B×
− 2B2

h

B2
×

)
∂I

∂zh
= −1

3

(∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+
1

3

(
− 2B2

h

B2
×

)
∂I

∂zh
= −B2

h

B2
×

(85)

Substitute equation 85 and equation 82 into equation 80

Xc
Bh

C

∂C

∂zh
=

2

7

Bh

I

B2
h

B2
×
+

(B× −Bt)

z×

Xc
1

C

∂C

∂zh
=

2

7

B2
h

IB2
×
+

(B× −Bt)

z×Bh

Xc
1

C

∂C

∂zh
=

2

7

B2
h

IB2
×
+

(
1− Bt

B×

)
B×

Bh

1

z×

(86)

Taking the reciprocal of this then rearranging gives

1

Xc

C
∂zh
∂C

=

{
2

7

B2
h

IB2
×
+

(
1− Bt

B×

)
B×

Bh

1

z×

}−1

C
∂zh
∂C

= Xc

{
2

7

B2
h

B2
×

[
(z× − zh)

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+
(L− z×)

2

]−1

+

(
1− Bt

B×

)
B×

Bh

1

z×

}−1
(87)
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Which may be multiplied by 1
L
to make the equation dimensionless. Additionally rearranging equa-

tion 81 for Bt gives Bt =
Bh−

B×zh
z×

1− zh
z×

that can be substituted into equation 87 to get equation 88.

C
∂zh
∂C

= Xc

{
2

7

B2
h

B2
×

[
(z× − zh)

3

(
1 +

∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣Bh

B×

∣∣∣∣2)+
(L− z×)

2

]−1

+

(
1−

Bh

B×
− zh

z×

1− zh
z×

)
B×

Bh

1

z×

}−1

(88)

C Magnetic Field assumptions

The DLS model is derived again without an analytical form of the magnetic field. Starting from the

energy source terms that are determined differently above and below the X-point, and which was

used in equation 31 (equation 17 in Lipschultz et al. [2016]). All of the step in this section are made

with the same assumptions as in section 2.6.3.

2κ1B
2
×

7B2

dT 7/2

dz
=


S0(L− z×), for z < z×

S0(L− z), for z≥z×
(89)

C.1 General Magnetic field

Integrate both sides wrt z to get equation 90. qi = −S0(L− z×)

Tu =

[
7S0

2κ1B2
×

[∫ z×

z

B2(z)(L− z×)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L− z)dz

]]2/7
(90)

=============================================

Substituting equation 90 into equation 28, repeated below in equation 91 gives equation 92, where

U is consistent with the same constant used in equation 28.

qf = −
√

2κ1fInuTu
B×

B(z)

√∫ Th

Tc

T 1/2Q(T )dT
(91)
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qf = −U
√
fInu

B×

B(z)

(
S0

B2
×

)2/7
[∫ z×

z

B2(z)(L− z×)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L− z)dz

]2/7
(92)

=============================================

By balancing heat fluxes qf = qi = −S0(L− z×), rearrangements are made in equations 93 and 94.

[
S0(L− z×)

]5/7
= U

√
fInu

B
3/7
×

B(z)

[∫ z×

z

B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L− z)

L− z×
dz

]2/7
(93)

nu =

[
S0(L− z×)

]5/7
U
√
fIB

3/7
×

B(z)

[∫ z×

z

B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L− z)

L− z×
dz

]−2/7

(94)

=============================================

Equation 94 is generalised with a single constant A in equation 95, before the partial derivative is

taken to find equation 97. Equation 95 is then normalised to equation 97 to remove the constant A.

CXc = AB(z)

[∫ z×

z

B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L− z)

L− z×
dz

]−2/7

(95)

C
∂z

∂C
= Xc

[
1

B(z)

∂B(z)

∂z
+

2

7
B2(z)

[∫ z×

z

B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L− z)

L− z×
dz

]−1]−1

(96)

(
nuf

1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

=
B2

B1

[ ∫ z×
z2
B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L−z)
L−z×

dz

]−2/7

[ ∫ z×
z1
B2(z)dz +

∫ L

z×

B2(z)(L−z)
L−z×

dz

]−2/7
(97)
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C.2 Constant Magnetic field

Starting from equation 35 the and by assuming a small change in magnetic field between the x-point

and target Bh ∼ B×. The constant is re-written as Umod = U−1
1 and simplification shown in equation

98

nu

√
fz

P
5/7
SOL

= U−1
1

Bh

B×

[[
(z× − zh)

3
[1 +

Bh

B×
+
B2

h

B2
×
] +

(L− z×)

2

]]−2/7

nu

√
fz

P
5/7
SOL

= Umod

[
z× − zh +

L− z×
2

]−2/7

nu

√
fz

P
5/7
SOL

= Umod

[
L+ z×

2
− zh

]−2/7

(98)

By evaluating at an fixed arbitrary point (1) and substituting into work out at a second point (2),

equation 99 is found. (
nuf

1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

=

[
L+z×

2
− z2

]−2/7

[
L+z×

2
− z1

]−2/7
(99)

Rearranging equation 99 for z2 is then shown below in equation 100.

[
L+ z×

2
− z1

][(nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

]−7/2

=

[
L+ z×

2
− z2

]

z2 =

[
L+ z×

2

]
−

[
L+ z×

2
− z1

][(nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
2(

nuf
1/2
z

P
5/7
SOL

)
1

]−7/2 (100)

For sensitivity, start at equation 98 written as a function of only 1 parameter where CXc is either

P
−5/7
SOL , n1

u or f
1/2
z . This is then rearranged for zh.
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CXc = Umod

[
L+ z×

2
− zh

]−2/7

zh =
L+ z×

2
− C−7Xc/2

U
−7/2
mod

(101)

Differentiating zh wrt C, where C can be 3 variables so is represented as a partial derivative.

∂zh
∂C

=
7Xc

2

C−7Xc/2−1

U
−7/2
mod

∂zh
∂C

=
7Xc

2C

C−7Xc/2

U
−7/2
mod

(102)

From equation 101, rearranged C−7Xc/2

U
−7/2
mod

=

[
L+z×

2
−zh

]
, so replacing this in equation 102 gives equation

103.

∂zh
∂C

=
7Xc

2C

[
L+ z×

2
− zh

]
(103)
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D Detachment onset scaling

The goal of the following is to develop a simple method for scaling the detachment threshold in

divertor impurity concentration, fz, from JET to ITER. We start from equation 35 and make the

following assumptions: a) JET and ITER have the same ratio of Bpol/B×; b) κ1 is same for both; c)

detachment in both tokamaks is achieved through nitrogen seeding such that the Lengyel formulation

of the radiated power along a flux tube is the same for both tokamaks -
∫ Th

Tc
Q(T )T 1/2dT ; and d) we

assume for both JET and ITER that Bt/B× ∼ 1 is a good enough approximation (actual value ∼

1.1); The term [1 + Bt

B×
+

B2
t

B2
×
] ∼ 3. Thus the value of U1 is only different between the two tokamaks

through differences in Rλq. Further assuming that z×/L is the same for the two experiments given

fairly similar equlibria (core and divertor flux surfaces) we collect all constant terms into the new

constant, C:

C = [2πBpol/B×]
5/7

[
7

2κ1

]2/7√
2κ1

√∫ Th

Tc
Q(T )T 1/2dT

(
(1+

z×
L

)

2

)2/7

.

Then, the scaling from JET to ITER is simplified to:

nu

√
fz

P
5/7
SOL

=

(
C[Rλq]

5/7

)−1
Bt

B×
L−2/7

(104)

Equation 104 can now be used to solve for the required impurity concentration for the onset of

detachment in ITER (fz,ITER) by dividing equation 104 in the ITER case by equation 104 in the

JET case.

fz,ITER = fz,JET

( nu,JET

P
5/7
SOL,JET

[RJETλq,JET ]
5/7 Bt,ITER

B×,ITER
L
2/7
JET

nu,ITER

P
5/7
SOL,ITER

[RITERλq,ITER]5/7
Bt,JET

B×,JET
L
2/7
ITER

)2

(105)
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